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Summary:
Mt. Hood Community College proposes a new Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS) in Cyber Security. Higher
Education Coordinating Commission (HECC) staff completed a preliminary review of Appendices A, B, C, D and
E. After analysis, HECC staff recommends this program move forward to Phase Three in the approval process.
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Review and approval of the Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS) is a three-step submission process:
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Phase Two: Notice of Application (Appendices C, D and E)
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Phase Three: Final Program Approval (Submission and Approval in Webforms)

Additional information about the Applied Baccalaureate Process maybe be found here:
https://www.oregon.gov/highered/institutions-programs/ccwd/Documents/FULL_AB_Document_FINAL-1014-20.pdf
Staff Recommendation:
The HECC recommends the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLVED, that the Higher Education Coordinating Commission approves the following: The college be
allowed to move into Phase Three of the review and approval process.
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Transmittal Cover Page

January 13, 2022

Higher Education Coordinating Commission
3225 25th Street SE
Salem, OR 97302
Dear HECC:
On behalf of Mt. Hood Community College (MHCC), please accept this Transmittal Cover Page as my
statement of approval for our Proposal for a Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS) in Cybersecurity. It is my
pleasure to submit this Proposal according to the HECC Policy and Process Flow Chart dated November
18, 2021. The MHCC team has collaborated with other institutions, industry partners, and students to
refine what was submitted as Docket Item #4.10 for the Higher Education Coordinating Commission’s
August 12, 2021 meeting.
1) College Name: Mt. Hood Community College
2) Proposed Program Name: BAS in Cybersecurity
3) Academic Official with Signatory Authority:
a) Dr. Lisa Skari, President, lisa.skari@mhcc.edu, 502-491-7211
4) Contact Persons for HECC:
a) Alfred McQuarters, Vice President of Instruction, Alfred.McQuarters@mhcc.edu, 503-4917279, or
b) Katelyn Goslin, Instructional Services Curriculum Coordinator, Katelyn.Goslin@mhcc.edu,
503-491-7343
5) List of All Documents:
a) Appendix A: Statement of Need
b) Appendix B: Details to Calculate Supply and Demand Gap
c) Appendix C: Program Proposal and Supporting Documents
d) Appendix D: Worksheets for Projected Revenue and Expenditures
e) Appendix E: External Evaluations
Thank you for your support of Mt. Hood Community College and our plan to start a BAS degree in
Cybersecurity. We believe that it will help to reach Oregon’s educational goal of 40% of young people
obtaining a 4-year degree through a timely and affordable educational opportunity.
Sincerely,

Dr. Lisa Skari, President

Mt. Hood Community College, 26000 SE Stark Street, Gresham, OR 97030 – 503-491-6422

BAS Proposal – Appendix C
Standards & Criteria for Program Proposal

Standard 1: Curriculum demonstrates baccalaureate-level rigor.
Describe the criteria to be used to evaluate achievement of baccalaureate-level learning outcomes in
upper division courses as well as professional competencies for the program’s discipline.
The Bachelor of Applied Science in Cybersecurity (BAS) at Mt. Hood Community College (MHCC) is
designed to provide a deeper and richer foundation in cybersecurity to meet the demands of the
industry. The curriculum underwent a rigorous internal review process to ensure it also meets the
accreditation criteria under the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities (NWCCU) as a
baccalaureate program. The instructional level and curriculum of the upper division courses in the
baccalaureate degree are comparable to those commonly accepted among like degrees in higher
education and reflect the higher levels of knowledge and intellectual inquiry.
With consideration to existing and complementary BAS programs, by observation, such programs
appear to fall into one of three categories: 1. “More of the same”. In this instance, BAS programs look
much like existing AAS programs with the technical focus (e.g., Clark College). 2. Programs which focus
on specific skills such forensics, cryptography, etc. (Eastern Oregon University); and 3. Programs which
focus on the development of a Security Operations Center (Oregon Institute of Technology). MHCC
proposes to combine all three categories for a breadth of hands-on experiences for the student. In
addition, slight modifications will be made to lower division courses during the process to ensure they
meet the needs of students preparing for a baccalaureate program as well as to enhance student
learning.
The BAS program at MHCC, will have several distinctions from an AAS program:
1. Courses in the BAS will cover a breadth of content to better prepare students and allow for
more practical application to real-world solutions.
2. The BAS will have a Computer Science thread which incorporates advanced programming,
computer architecture, and secure programming.
3. The BAS will incorporate emerging technologies such as Machine Learning and Artificial
Intelligence.
4. Trainings will be generalized into two broad categories of Defensive Strategies (or “Blue Team”
concepts) and Attack or “Penetration Testing” (Pentesting) Strategies (or “Red Team” concepts).
5. Managerial and organizational trainings specific to Cybersecurity including Compliance, Risk
Management, and Project Management which bridges the gap between the CTE AAS and a
traditional BS degree program.
6. Students will have real-world applications through the cyber competitions.
The BAS program is designed to provide a deeper and richer awareness in several of the Workforce
Framework for Cybersecurity (NICE Framework) categories. The categories are:
•
•
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Analyze - Performs highly specialized review and evaluation of incoming cybersecurity
information to determine its usefulness for intelligence.
Collect and Operate – Provides specialized denial and deception operations and collection of
cybersecurity information that may be used to develop intelligence.

•
•
•
•
•

Investigate – Investigates cybersecurity events or crimes related to information technology (IT)
systems, networks, and digital evidence.
Operate and Maintain – Provides the support, administration, and maintenance necessary to
ensure effective and efficient information technology (IT) system performance and security.
Oversee and Govern – Provides leadership, management, direction, or development and
advocacy so the organization may effectively conduct cybersecurity work.
Protect and Defend – Identifies, analyzes, and mitigates threats to internal information
technology (IT) systems and/or networks.
Securely Provision – Conceptualizes, designs, procures, and/or builds secure information
technology (IT) systems, with responsibility for aspects of system and/or network development.

NICE also outlines several tasks and Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (KSA’s) for the different categories.
Some of the KSA’s are now applied across disciplines in the field, although the categories still provide a
solid foundation for concentration in the various degrees. Currently, MHCC’s AAS focuses on Operating
and Maintaining a network, while the BAS would concentrate on Protect and Defend. Across Applied
Baccalaureate programs throughout the nation, Protect and Defend is a foundational component which
distinguishes it from Associate Degrees. Securely Provisioning is a foundation of a traditional bachelor's
program in Information Technology. All of the degrees must demonstrate proficiency in analyzing and
collecting data. While it should be noted that the NIST/NICE framework is in transition, in particular the
orientation on Task-Knowledges-Skills, for the purposes of this proposal, and for clarity, the established
framework is used. The global outcomes in the areas of communication, computation, and human
relations, as well as the core themes of the College, will be embedded in all courses.
Upon completion of the program, students will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a Security Operations Center (SOC) in an organization typical for the region
Design an appropriate Cybersecurity defensive structure
Diagnose a cyber event using various techniques such as log analysis, digital forensics, and risk
analysis
Employ a secure network in a cloud-based environment
Present information clearly, logically, and critically, both orally and in writing
Apply ethical standards implicit in Cybersecurity, such as appropriate attribution of ideas, good
recordkeeping, and truthful presentation of data and conclusions
Provide leadership and guidance in the development of a safe and secure cyber environment
through recommendations for improvement of the environment.

Evaluation of outcomes will take place in various manners across different courses. Typically, evaluation
will be determined based on one or more of the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Industry recognized standardized examinations
Internally designed examinations
Correct development of simulated systems in a lab or simulated environment
Completion of written projects (e.g., proposals, assessments, or other written documents)

Provide list of all of the program’s required courses (or course sequences) for the major and describe
how they are intended to collectively build the competencies required for the intended occupation.
The list of new courses to be created for the BAS are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cyber Defense Strategies (Blue Team)
Issues in Cybersecurity (Portal Class)
Cyber Comp I
Cyber Comp II
Cyber Comp III
Cyber Comp IV
Practical Digital Forensics
Mobile Forensics
Compliance
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (1)
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (2)
Critical Infrastructure
Cyber Offense Strategies (Red Team)
Risk Analysis
Project Management
Senior Project
Assembly Language for Cybersecurity Professionals
Secure Programming
Computer Architecture for Cybersecurity

To meet General Education requirements based on NWCCU Eligibility Requirements – #12 General
Education and Related Instruction, an additional writing course and a mathematics course are included
in the BAS degree. The standards of effective communication, global awareness, and cultural sensitivity
will be met though two Business courses: Business Communications and Leadership and Human
Relations. Further course descriptions, modalities, and unit count can be found in Appendix C1.
Another important aspect of the curriculum design is that the content can be offered in alternating
years except for Issues in Cybersecurity and Senior Project. Issues in Cybersecurity is a first-year
requirement and will be offered every year and Senior Project will start in Year 2, then will be offered
every year thereafter. Each year the culminating assessment for demonstrating learned competencies
required for the field will be through the Cyber Competitions. During these two years, students will
engage in four separate Cyber Competitions. Each competition will combine technical skills with student
learning outcomes in cultural sensitivity, global awareness, effective communication, scientific and
quantitative reasoning, critical analysis and logical thinking, problem-solving, and information literacy.
The total unit count is described on the course list for AAS in Cybersecurity, AAS in Penetration Testing
and BAS in Cybersecurity. The current AAS in Cybersecurity consists of 96 credit units. Six of those units
are foundational for the BAS and required for any other degree holder or transfer from another
institution (Ethical Hacking and Fundamentals of Disaster Recovery). Therefore, students who hold an
AAS in Cybersecurity will complete an additional 84 credit units, those who hold an AAS in Penetration
Testing, 87 credit units and other transfer students will complete 90 credit units.
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Standard 2: Focus in targeted professional or technical fields with input from
members of the field.
Describe how this program has been designed to fill specific labor market needs within its targeted
field. How have industry professionals specifically participated in program planning, defining program
outcomes, program design, or other efforts that help ensure success in student employment, stability
or advancement.
Mt. Hood Community College is well respected in both the educational and professional fields for the
current Cybersecurity degree and was the first community college in Oregon with an AAS in
Cybersecurity and Networking. Since 2016, the MHCC Cybersecurity program has grown each year with
increasing numbers of graduates with degrees and certificates. The robust enrollment in the AAS in
Cybersecurity and Networking is, in part, made possible by the Advisory Committee, made up of over 20
industry professionals, K12 partners, government representatives, and community college leaders. Over
the years, the MHCC Cybersecurity Advisory Committee has had government representation from the
State of Oregon, County of Multnomah, City of Gresham, Nike, Columbia Sportswear, Palo Alto
Networks, Port of Portland, and a number of small and medium-sized businesses as well as cyber
consulting firms; and academic representation from high schools, sister colleges, and regional
universities.
The MHCC Cybersecurity Advisory Committee (SCAC) meets twice each year, typically in May and
October, and supports MHCC faculty with ideas and suggestions for potential curriculum, possible
outcomes, and skill sets which would be expected of the typical BAS graduate. The following is a
timeline of SCAC activities relating to the BAS:
October 2019. SCAC discussed “looking forward” possibilities which initially involved emerging
technologies. These discussions would later become the foundation for the BAS curriculum core.
October 2020. The BAS program proposal was formally announced. Faculty presented the SCAC with
specific “asks” such as support, ideas, input, and feedback. SCAC members responded with multiple
ideas which led directly to the larger compartmentalization of trainings based on attack (Red Team) and
defense (Blue Team).
May 2021. More discussion on BAS occurred. Specifically, the state of the development, continued
discussion on curriculum and outcomes, and the first “ask” for letters of support.
October 2021. The committee was specifically requested for outcomes ideas and skill sets which would
be expected of the BAS graduate. Faculty used this information to inform course concepts and learning
outcomes.
Provide list of industry advisors who assisted with program development, including title, employer
and short summary of professional experience.
Professional backgrounds are provided in Appendix C2, as well as letters of support in Appendix C3.
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Standard 3: Availability of qualified faculty and teaching resources.
Provide a profile of current faculty expected to teach within the relevant foundational program,
describing each’s educational and/or professional experience.
As much as Cybersecurity professionals are in demand, so are those who teach it. MHCC has a strong
instructional team with both extensive professional backgrounds and instructional experience. The
team is led by Dr. Wayne Machuca, Jeff Sperley, and Katrinia McNeal. Computer Science aspects are led
by Pam Weise. Dr. Machuca is one of the co-founders of the Cybersecurity degree program and created
the initial structure for the degrees and certificates which would later be twice awarded the prestigious
Center of Academic Excellence for a 2-year institution (CAE-2Y) and Center of Academic Excellence Cyber Defense Education (CAE-CDE) by the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the National
Security Administration (NSA).
Dr. Machuca is lead on programming courses, intermediate certification courses, and cyber/managerial
courses. Jeff Sperley joined the team full time in 2017. He earned his Cisco certification and is the lead
for all things involving networking, as well as creating the new live-fire simulators. Katrinia McNeal
joined the Cyber Degree program in 2020 after earning her master’s degree in Cybersecurity. She is
currently responsible for the critical portal classes which are part of an NSF ATE grant-funded
scholarship initiative. This initiative is designed to enhance student performance and retention via a
combination of scholarships and learning communities including wrap-around support for low income
and at-risk students. Moving forward, Ms. McNeal will be responsible for penetration testing (Red Team)
training and senior projects.
A new Computer Science strand will be designed by Pam Wiese. Ms. Wiese was responsible for the
complete redesign of the AS Computer Science transfer program which resulted in a five-fold growth in
student enrollment. She will bring her expertise to the development of courses in advanced
programming techniques, appropriate computer architecture understanding and for reverse engineering
(bug-hunting) skills.
Administratively, Dr. Lisa Skari, President, Dr. Al McQuarters, Vice President of Instruction, and Dr.
Kristin Lima, Dean of Applied Technologies, Business and Information Systems each bring leadership in
developing program collaboratively, CTE leadership, and curriculum expertise to support the
development of visionary education for students.
Dr. McQuarters developed a new Baccalaureate Degree for Rush University during his tenure at City
College of Chicago. Similarly, Dr. Skari, as Vice President of Institutional Advancement at Highline College
in Washington, served as a key leader during the development of the BAS program in Cybersecurity, as
well as Respiratory Care, Logistics and Trade, Youth Development, and Early Childhood Education. Dr.
Lima has extensive program development experience especially in building partnerships with the
community. More background information for the MHCC team can be found in Appendix C4.
Provide a description of how the institution will attempt to meet the faculty needs for the technical
and academic courses by the start of Year 1 of the first two years of upper-division courses.
In the spring of 2022, MHCC will recruit and hire two full-time faculty who will help to lead the
development and implementation of the new BAS program. While the 19 new courses for the BAS are
being finalized by all Cybersecurity faculty and with the support and guidance of Dr. McQuarters and Dr.
Lima, the new faculty will teach existing classes including Computer Science 1, Ethical Hacking, and
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Fundamentals of Disaster Recovery. Upon the launching of the new classes, those previously taught by
the new faculty will be shifted to part-time faculty. These costs of offering existing courses are
incorporated in the general fund. Based on the credits units and modalities, the BAS will require 2 Full
Time Equivalents (FTEF) to run one cohort of students.
The projected student count is:
•
•
•
•

15 students in cohort 1,
24 students in cohort 2,
39 students in cohort 3,
56 students in cohort 4.

By year 5, the program anticipates a total of 112 students per year, 56 per cohort, which will require 4
FTEF. In addition to the initial two hired in 2022, the third will be recruited in 2025, and hopefully the
fourth in 2026.

Standard 4: Selective admissions, if used, is consistent with an open access
institution.
Describe the selection and admission process.
Mt. Hood Community College will maintain open access admissions for the BAS in Cybersecurity
program. Student applicants will be considered based on the following scenarios:
o
o
o
o

o

Associate of Applied Science degree or better in most technical orientations (such as:
Cybersecurity, Computer Information Systems, Computer Application Systems, or
similar).
-OR Bachelor of Science in Computer Science or Bachelor of Applied Science in
Computer Technologies or equivalent or better.
-OR Recent workforce experience equal to an AAS in Cybersecurity or computer
technology.
-OR Some combination of current industry recognized certifications
(e.g., Security+, Cisco CCNA, Linux, Ethical Hacking, Cloud computing,
programming, etc.).
-OR Approval of instructor.

For those who do not satisfy the above requirements or recommendations, advising and additional
supports would be provided to facilitate admissions to the BAS program. The goal will be to admit all
students based on their desire for additional education in Cybersecurity and ensure all supports are
provided for success.
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Based on the admissions process outlined above, the BAS program will likely see four entrance
pathways:
1. MHCC students majoring in Information Systems continue directly from the AAS degree.
a. These students will follow a direct path between the AAS and the BAS degree with no
stipulations or added requirements. This will closely follow a traditional 2+2 framework
which is a smooth transition model of completing an Associates in two years and moving
to a Bachelor’s program for two additional years. Advisors, counselors, administrators,
and the community will be educated on the pathway to ensure enrollment.
b. Since these students are currently at MHCC, they will represent the diverse student base
already in existence. See below for college-wide efforts to increase diversity as well as
targeted to this degree.
2. MHCC Cyber Alumni returning for the BAS.
a. Alumni whose degrees are less than 5 years old will be able to enter the BAS program
and participate in all non-duplicated courses (if any). MHCC Faculty will be responsible
for assuring appropriate critical pathways via existing Education Plan structuring. MHCC
will also work with other community colleges to promote the BAS program to their
recent graduates.
b. Alumni whose degrees are greater than 5 years old will follow pathways similar to
workforce entrants as described below.
c. This student population will represent the demographics from the previous 10 years,
which has seen dramatic changes as noted in the Census Reporter.
3. CIS or similar AAS graduates from other community colleges.
a. Students with IT technical degrees from other colleges will enter directly into the BAS
program as a “block transfer” satisfying a 90-credit minimum (+/-). These students will
be required to take a 300-level fundamentals course which will provide orientation to
the current industry and guidance to the upper division courses.
b. Potentially, holders of non-Cyber-CIS degrees will have an elective “on-ramping” class
designed to prepare these students for upper division cyber classes. Currently, through
the Career Technical Education network, the MHCC team is exchanging ideas on
marketing, articulation, and pathways to ensure students complete their AA at their
home college and seamlessly transfer into the program.
c. This student population will be representative of the demographics of community
college students currently in Oregon, since the program is purposefully recruiting
graduates of other programs who wish to continue their education. Transfer students
will most likely matriculate from MHCC’s transfer partners, Portland Community College
(33% students of color) and Chemeketa Community College (35% student of color).
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4. Returning Workforce applicants:
a. As with all CTE programs, workforce entrants have a wide variety of backgrounds and
experiences. Some students are seeking new degrees, while others want training in
specific topics. While no direct research on this has been conducted, anecdotal evidence
suggests that around 10% of students will fall into this category. The full-time faculty will
be responsible for working with, mentoring, and providing appropriate educational
plans for these students on a case-by-case basis.
b. Industry partners also have a commitment to provide opportunities for growth to their
current employees with an emphasis on underrepresented populations.
In addition, Mt. Hood Community College seeks to enroll a diverse student body. Several strategies will
be applied to meet this goal, including a race-conscious admissions policy which values experiences,
attributes, academic metrics, talents, and background.
In 2020-21, the cultural breakdown of the student population at MHCC is as follows:

The demographics in Multnomah County as reported by Census Reporter indicates that the MHCC
student population is representative of the community in African American, Native, Asian, and two or
more races. The Hispanic population in the county is 23%, while at MHCC it is currently 16%.
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Among the faculty delivering instruction in the BAS program, MHCC has a diverse full-time tenure faculty
in both gender and race. According to Anthony Antonio, author of Diverse Student Bodies, Diverse
Faculties, many studies and longstanding research show that a diverse faculty benefits campuses by
providing support to students from diverse backgrounds, creating a sense of comfort for culturally
diverse students, broadening the range of what is taught and how it is taught, lending new ideas and
collaboration in pedagogies and serving as role models to the students.
The hiring strategy for the four new faculty in Cybersecurity will focus on recruiting among
underrepresented populations with the goal of expanding faculty diversity. Current research
demonstrates that having a diverse faculty is critical for recruiting a more diverse student population.
Hiring practices will be focused on diversity, equity and inclusion to expand the diversity of the team.
Currently, the average student population over the past four years in Information Systems and
Technology Management is comprised of 63% white, 3% black, 11% Hispanic and 9% Asian, 6%
multiracial and 5% other.
In addition, to ensure diversity and inclusion in the student population, there will be more emphasis in
marketing and recruiting for the AAS degrees currently offered at MHCC. Some examples include
marketing in popular social platforms such as Twitter, TikTok, and Instagram, as well as demographic
appropriate outreach such as advertisements on the local Spanish language radio station. These
advertisements will feature potential earnings and labor market statistics, as well as testimonials from
current students, industry experts, and employers in the field who represent the demographics of the
MHCC district. Another avenue of advertising will be through the network of current and past students.
Targeted emails will be sent to students who, in the last five years, completed at least one class in CIS at
MHCC. Direct mailers and print advertising will be targeted at residents who live in zip codes with the
highest concentration of diverse populations.
Mt. Hood Community College has also partnered with Ruffalo Noel Levitz (RNL) for Strategic Enrollment
Planning (SEP). The SEP process focuses on “strategic” planning by seeking to align the college with the
external environment to achieve stability and sustainable enrollment in the future. Co-chaired by the
Vice President of Student Affairs and the Vice President of Instruction, the project will provide realistic
and quantifiable goals, using a return on investment (ROI) action item approach. Principles from the SEP
will be critical for reaching a diverse student base (historically underserved or underrepresented). In
fact, many of the academic and social strategies promoted in the literature, such as targeted
recruitment activities for women and underrepresented students will be incorporated into the BAS
recruitment strategies. In support of equity, MHCC is assessing the college’s current situation through a
lens that focuses on academic program planning, fiscal impacts and affordability, post-traditional
student engagement, student success, and traditional student engagement and on-boarding.
MHCC has developed a comprehensive High School recruitment plan that targets diverse student
populations from these seven school districts:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
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Centennial
Corbett
David Douglas
Gresham-Barlow
Oregon Trail
Parkrose
Reynolds

Two of the school districts, David Douglas and Parkrose, which together serve nearly 8000 students,
have the most diverse student bodies in the state of Oregon. Three of the other districts - Centennial,
Gresham-Barlow, and Reynolds - are in the top ten most diverse school districts in Oregon. Therefore, a
high school recruitment plan is a key strategy for diverse student recruitment. This recruitment plan
includes dissemination of BAS program information directly to High School counselors and presentations
to students through High School affinity groups and during our summer bridge program. Each summer,
the summer bridge program provides a 10-hour introduction to the college regarding program offerings
and being successful at MHCC. MHCC offers dual-credit introductory courses in Cybersecurity at the high
school districts that MHCC serves. An MHCC recruitment specialist, as well as the faculty, will visit these
classes to discuss educational pathways to the BAS program, careers in cybersecurity, and provide
information on MHCC scholarships. Additionally, best practices and lessons learned from past or current
S-STEM grants, PDX Bridge, TRIO, and MESA programs will be embedded into the recruitment practice.
The recruitment plan will be used to compare the number of students who enroll and register for classes
from this service area to determine if the goals have been met.
Targeted marketing within MHCC’s large service district will focus on access by reaching out to those
students farthest from this opportunity. Examples of targeted marketing include the eight high school
districts in the region, large employers who have a significant IT exposure, such as Amazon, other digital
retailers in the area, and groups who serve the community through education such as community
service organizations, educational foundations, and others who can support student access.
Additionally, there is a recruitment plan for the post-traditional student which includes a studentfriendly protocol for encouraging MHCC ESL student matriculation into the BAS program, presentations
with potential student athletes, informational sessions through our multi-cultural center, as well as
increased outreach to prospective international students.
Another advantage of this program is that there is a strong industry network in professional
organizations, conferences and trainings that allow for advertising of additional educational
opportunities. Because it is a specific skill set that is in very high demand, with the potential for
longevity, it is assumed that the industry will continue to pursue avenues to increase networking and
training.
While the program aims to enroll 15 students for Year 1, an additional 24 for Year 2, 39 for Year 3, and
56 for Year 4, the break-even point is 26 FTES per year. Since the course design alternates Year A and
Year B, growth can be dependent on student demand. By alternating Year A and Year B, students will
have open access throughout the year. The majority of course offerings can be taken in any term with
the exception of an introductory course and the senior project. If students apply in the Winter term, the
introductory class will be added and offered regardless of size. The senior project course will be
scheduled in Spring, but will be offered as an independent study course if a student would graduate at
the end of the term. This design allows for more students to choose the degree at various points in the
year, diminishing the “Fall only” start date. If only 15 new students start each year, the program will be
financially stable.
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Standard 5: Appropriate student services plan.
Describe services and resources that will be needed by the students admitted to the degree program
and the college’s plan for providing those services for baccalaureate-level students.
BAS students will have access to all student services available at Mt. Hood Community College, including
academic and personal resources. Academic services include academic advising, library access, tutoring,
and open computer labs. Student services include confidential counseling, financial aid funding, transfer
and career centers, and student planning.
BAS students will work directly with Cybersecurity faculty advisers for program specific guidance,
mentoring, and academic planning. Each student will be assigned a faculty advisor upon acceptance to
the program. The advisor will support the student in course selection, degree preparedness, and
referrals to other services. The MHCC Library features quiet study space, access to print and electronic
resources that support all college curriculum, reference librarians who provide research and homework
help, technology assistance, computers, laptops, and Wi-Fi access. Assignment based library instruction
sessions are available for faculty to schedule for their students, as well as basic information literacy,
research, and citation help.
The Learning Success Center offers subject tutoring in all levels of math, statistics, accounting, biology,
chemistry, engineering, physics, and more. Professional tutors and student workers are available all day
and into the evening on a drop-in basis. No appointment is needed. The Writing Lab features in-person
assistance with writing assignments as well as help for English language learners. Professional tutors and
student mentors are available on a drop-in basis to offer just-in-time support. The Computer Skills Lab is
staffed by professional tutors and student workers who provide computer support for MHCC students at
any level, helping students increase confidence and proficiency in a supportive environment. There is
dedicated cybersecurity tutoring available in the lab throughout the week.
BAS students will have access to the Academic Advising & Transfer Center (AATC) advising and Student
Services HUB staff for institutional supports including new student inquiries, onboarding, placement,
registration and technical assistance with MHCC student platforms (MyMHCC, Saints Email, Navigate,
etc.). Additionally, any BAS students needing accommodations due to documented disability, would
receive support and guidance from staff in Accessible Education Services. All MHCC students are
encouraged to visit the Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID)/Learning Success Center for
questions about college success and referrals to a variety of useful services.
All BAS students will have full access to free, short-term, confidential counseling and full access to
career services (e.g., resume/cover letter review and interview practice). The students would access the
services the same way all students can and do (e.g., phone, in-person, email, LiveChat, or email). The
Student Support Services Request Form is an "open to the public" online form if required information is
not readily available. In addition, all BAS students would have the same level of access to and support
from Barney's Pantry, which includes food, loaner laptops, Wi-Fi hotspots, gas cards, and TriMet cards).
Access to regular financial aid services and funding, including state, federal, institutional, and other
forms of financial aid will be provided. The Office of Financial Aid is available to help students by email
(finaid.mail@mhcc.edu), phone, or appointment as needed. The Student Services HUB can answer many
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general financial aid questions and will direct students (online or face-to-face) to financial aid staff for
next level support, as needed.
BAS students would also be invited to the graduation ceremony for the year in which they complete
their BAS degree.

Standard 6: Commitment to build and sustain a quality program.
Provide a financial plan for the first four years of program operation.
Mt. Hood Community College is committed to building and sustaining a new Applied Baccalaureate in
Cybersecurity in a variety of ways. Appendix D presents a detailed budget that presumes $240/credit in
tuition. Since there is no financial support from the state for the program as this time, the budget
assumes one tuition rate for all students.
Tuition rates will consider three factors: current tuition rate at Oregon’s 4-year public institutions
(particularly those with specialization in technology), breakeven enrollment, and direct versus indirect
expenses. The budget will be built around direct expenses to minimize the costs for students. Student
fees will also be kept to a minimum. Textbook expenses will be minimal, with every effort being made to
use Open Educational Resources., Students will not be required to purchase any specific technology in
order to guarantee affordability for students.
Predicting a cohort of 15 students the first year, it is estimated that tuition revenue will cover salary and
benefits for all instructors based on Step 8 of the Full-Time Faculty salary schedule. All other expenses
will be absorbed by the college. By year 2, an indirect rate will be applied to expenses in anticipation of
additional services provided by the college including student services, technology support, and
administration. Included in the proposal is release time for a director equivalent to 20% of a FTEF. At
this time, Dr. Machuca will be appointed the Director. For the first year, the cost of the directorship will
be funded by the college, but will be funded through tuition in the future.
As the program is primarily online, there will be no facilities or equipment necessary. Long-term
sustainability has been a main focus of the college’s planning efforts. To begin with, the BAS in
Cybersecurity initiative is sustainable because it builds upon one of the institution’s strongest existing
associate degree programs which has an exceptionally qualified faculty. Relatively minimal new
investment is required for startup or long-term maintenance of a BAS program. The current Library and
Tutoring services will be adequate for the BAS.
More detailed financial information is available in Appendix D.
In keeping with the College’s collaborative culture, other departments have participated actively in
developing support services for the BAS. Throughout the institution and in the broader community, the
current degree proposal has been universally received as a natural extension of the AAS in
Cybersecurity.
In addition to broad support, the BAS program is already part of the Unit Planning Process at the
College. The Unit Planning Process is a function of Enrollment Management to ensure that the College is
offering the right classes at the right time for students. It was unanimously supported to proceed with
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incorporating any additional allocation necessary to meet the needs of the BAS program. The college is
confident that the addition of a BAS option complements the institution’s financial mission.
The existing Cybersecurity program has received grants from the National Science Foundation and the
U.S. Department of Labor, as well as gifts from the MHCC Foundation and donations from industry.
These funds helped create labs and other resources for students which are easily expanded and updated
to meet current industry needs. The current labs have the capacity to support two years’ worth of
content and advanced coursework. Aside from potentially hiring additional faculty to support the
student load, the program will be able to leverage existing infrastructure and college resources to offer
the BAS program.
Starting in the 2021-22 academic year, the MHCC Foundation is providing over $20,000 each year in
scholarships for Cybersecurity students.

Standard 7: Program-specific accreditation.
Provide a copy of the most recent accreditation status report for the institution, as well as specific
program accreditation status report, if relevant to the proposed program.
Mt. Hood Community College is accredited by the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities
(NWCCU). NWCCU reaffirms institution's accreditation every seven years. MHCC’s accreditation was last
reaffirmed on February 10, 2017, based on the self-evaluation report and comprehensive visit in Fall
2016. The letter is attached in Appendix C5. The next evaluation will be conducted in Fall 2023.
No program specific accreditation is required.

Standard 8: External expert evaluation.
Summarize the college’s responses to the reviewers’ comments and note any subsequent
modification to the proposal based on evaluator’s recommendations.
Located in Appendix E are four external evaluations from a representative from a university or
community college with experience in program curriculum development, a professional with career
experience in the field, and two reviewers with experience developing applied baccalaureate programs.
Also included is the completed rubric from The Alliance, which is a collective group of private higher
education institutions in Oregon. In addition, members of the Advisory Committees, MHCC colleagues,
and College administration provided guidance. Overall, the feedback was extremely positive and
supportive of the proposal and confident that MHCC could easily implement the program for student
success.
Some of the feedback included:
•
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The external expert evaluators noted that the proposal offers strong evidence of job demand
and MHCC’s ability to deliver the advanced technical skills for the program. Several noted the
need to add General Education requirements. One evaluator wrote, “Overall it seems very likely
that this program will be a strong asset to Oregon’s educational portfolio, and a boon for

students.” Another documented that “The degree outcomes and course descriptions align
seamlessly with that clearly defined goal” of identifying practical cybersecurity skills.
•

The Alliance utilized a rubric system designed around the Policy Guide for Appendix A. Based on
the rubric, the program had an aggregate score of 24/30. The highest areas were in serving
Oregon’s diversity and equity goals, demand for graduates, and built on academic programs
already in place. Areas for improvement were collaboration with other colleges and
universities, maximizing state resources and minimizing costs for students, and preparing
students for post-graduation. Some of the written notes stated, “existing program seems to be
robust and innovative”, “very focused, specific and thorough”. They also had two questions that
were clarified in Appendix A. Brent Wilder, President of The Alliance, states, “The community
connections are compelling and we do not find this program to be duplicative of other higher
education institution’s offerings.”

•

Members of the MHCC community who participated in the development of the proposal
included Student Services team (counseling, financial aid, student needs), curriculum experts,
librarians, cross-disciplinary teams (Business, Computer Science) and other administrators such
as the Associate Vice President of Diversity and Inclusion and the Vice President of Business and
Administration. It was a collaborative approach with one-on-one meetings as well as written
contributions to the final document. Their contributions are evident in the Students Services
plan, financial outlook, and resources for students. In addition, several updates were made to
both the Board of Education and the entire college community, all of which were met with
positive encouragement.

•

MHCC has a very robust Advisory Committee that meets on a regular basis. Letters of support
for the proposal from local businesses, government agencies, and public programs document
overarching endorsement for the proposal and commitment to employ graduates.

Based on the feedback received from the various entities, the following updates to Appendix A:
Statement of Need and this Appendix have been made.
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•

Addition of WR 227 (Technical Report Writing) as a required component in General Education.

•

The standards of effective communication, global awareness, and cultural sensitivity are now
being met through Business courses.

•

It documents the use of state resources to avoid duplication and maximize use.

•

Collaboration with other colleges and universities is clearly articulated and there is a sustainable
plan for implementation for both student enrollment and expertise sharing.

•

Collaboration with industry and community organizations is expanded upon to include
community services organizations that serve under-represented populations.

•

Post-graduation employment and services are described to prepare students to enter the
workforce.

•

Tuition rate factors are defined and calculated to provide a quality, affordable education for a
high-demand field.

•

The degree requirements for various openings were refined and document the entry level
positions that are being targeted.

•

Addresses the questions of internships and providing workplace experiences for real-world
application of the skills taught. Workplace experiences can include guest speakers, job shadows,
field trips and potentially internships.

Standard 9: Collaborative plans or unresolved concerns.
Provide a summary of how College will be collaborating with other higher education providers,
industry or relevant parties, relative to this program. Provide summary of content and status of
discussion if any other institution raised concerns.
One of the strengths of the MHCC program is the faculty’s deep and meaningful relationships with both
industry and community organizations. The current advisory committee is made up of industry members
from several key and prominent technology organizations and government entities such as: The
Technical Association of Oregon (TAO), Elastic, Intel, Multnomah County, Palo Alto Networks, and the
Port of Portland. The addition of a BAS program would expand the number of industry partnerships. The
faculty realize that every proposed class needs to serve a clear and defined purpose when it comes to
aiding a student's ability to perform well in industry. MHCC faculty will solicit industry partners to:
•

Engage in additional workshop sessions to help build and design the additional two-year
curriculum for the BAS. The initial workshop was an open forum to solicit feedback and get
initial ideas of what needs to be offered during the two-year program. The faculty noted this
insight and used the information for an initial draft of the curriculum for junior and senior years.
A follow-up session will involve previous and additional partners to participate in the process to
fully develop the courses. Finally, ongoing workshops and meetings will occur where the
committee members will share new and emerging trends in cybersecurity, as well as explain
how the curriculum should adapt to the ever-evolving skills required by the cybersecurity
workforce.

•

Encourage practicing professionals to teach classes in the BAS program. The MHCC team
believes it is more enriching and meaningful for students to learn skills from an active
professional and are developing opportunities for current professionals to teach part-time
and/or co-teach with existing program faculty. Currently, industry experts meet with the entire
team for advising and/or mentoring.

•

Continue to partner with local employers who have hired MHCC alumni and have been
incredibly pleased with the skills of those students. Many of these employers are willing to
continue to partner with MHCC in various capacities, from sponsoring clubs and cyber
competition events, to coming in as guest speakers, participating in the advisory committee, and
purchasing essential lab equipment.

Some examples of prior collaboration are:
•
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Dr. Wayne Machuca is the standing co-chair of a multi-campus, cyber security collaboration
whose purpose is to create a united front in cybersecurity education in Oregon.

•

•
•

MHCC is the lead institution of the “Strengthening Community Colleges” grant which is
designed to bring collaboration across Oregon community colleges with the intent of
creating modularized, sharable curriculum in cybersecurity and to create a methodology to
allow cross-institution shared cyber security training for the first time in state history.
Current instructors teach at other colleges.
The advisory committee consists of representatives from other higher education institutions
and K-12 partners.

The partner colleges from the SCCC grant have already pledged support of the BAS degree and are
seeking clear pathways for their students. The BAS degree program will build a robust and streamlined
transfer pathway so that students from surrounding community colleges (or post-baccalaureate
students) can equitably and simply transition into the BAS degree. The MHCC faculty have positive
relationships with the faculty and administrations of other community colleges including Portland,
Clackamas, and Chemeketa, and would work with any interested institution to create the
necessary articulation agreements. This allows students in their CIS-related programs to enter the
BAS program through one of the above-outlined entry paths. These students will be granted a block
transfer and each transcript will be evaluated for any additional credit units up to a maximum of 96
quarter credits or 64 semester units.
To ensure student success, a “transfer bridge” program would be created for transfer students to learn
the skills required for upper-division curriculum. This would allow students to leverage their already
affordable community college education so that they are not required to take additional courses before
starting the BAS program.
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BAS Proposal - Appendix C1

Curriculum List

Course Number

Course Name

Information Systems and Technology Management

ISTM100A
ISTM100B
ISTM100C
ISTM133P
ISTM140L

Credit Unit
Count
Modality

AAS AAS BAS Cyber Sec
Cybersec
Pen
Cybersecu
NSO
Testing
rity

Clock
Hours

1
1
1
4
4

1
1
1
4
4

1
1
1
4
4

ISTM171
ISTM183A
ISTM183B
ISTM183C
ISTM189
ISTM233P
ISTM283A
ISTM283B
ISTM283CC
ISTM283CO1
ISTM283CO2
ISTM284E
ISTM285E
ISTM197IIT
ISTM285W

Cyber Student Support 1
Cyber Student Support 2
Cyber Student Support 3
Introduction to Python
Preparation for Linux
Introduction to Cloud and Virtualization
Technologies
Preparation for A+ Essentials
Preparation for A+ Practical Application
Fundamentals of Cyber Security
Wireless Security
Python for Cyber Security
Fundamentals of Disaster Recovery
Firewall Implementation
Cyber Competition
Cyber Operations 1
Cyber Operations 2
Ethical Hacking (Required for all Degrees)
Advanced Ethical Hacking
Internet Infrastructure and Technologies
Web Application Penetration Testing

3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
4

ISTM326
ISTM328
ISTM329
ISTM330
ISTM431
ISTM432
ISTM383F
ISTM334
ISTM335
ISTM336
ISTM437
ISTM338
ISTM439
ISTM440
ISTM441
ISTM442

Cyber Defense Strategies (Blue Team 1)
Issues in Cyber Security (Portal Class)
Cyber Comp I
Cyber Comp II
Cyber Comp III
Cyber Comp IV
Practical Digital Forensics
Mobile Forensics
Compliance
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (1)
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (2)
Critical Infrastructure (3 Lec / 2 Lec-Lab)
Cyber Offense Strategies (Red Team 1)
Risk Analysis
Project Management
Senior Project

3
4
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
3

Computer Information Systems

CIS125SS
CIS151
CIS152
CIS153
CIS276
CIS279S
CIS284S
CIS297

Spreadsheets
Intro to Networks
Routing and Switching Essentials
Scaling Networks
SQL
Windows Server OS
Preparation for Security +
Capstone Project Development

Computer Science

CS161

Computer Science 1
Assembly Language for Cyber Security
Professionals
Secure Programming
Computer Architecture for Cyber Security

CS361
CS362
CS363
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1 Lec / 2 Le
4 Lec
2 Lec-Lab
2 Lec-Lab
2 Lec-Lab
2 Lec-Lab
2 Lec / 2 Le
2 Lec / 2 Le
4 Lec
2 Lec / 2 Le
2 Lec / 2 Le
2 Lec / 2 Le
1 Lec / 2 Le
4 Lec
4 Lec
1 Lec / 2 Le

3
3
3
3
3
4
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
3

3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4 3 Lec / 1 Le
4 3 Lec / 1 Le
4 4 Lec

3
3

5
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
4
6
6
6
5
4
4
5

3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

BAS ILCs (Based on
Modality values)

4
4
3
3
3
3
5
5
4
5
5
5
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
5
5
4

4
4
4

4.5
4.5
4

Business Electives

BA205
BA285

Business Communications
Leadership and Human Relations

General Education

HPE
MTH 65/58
MTH 105/111 or
higher
WR121
WR227

Total Unit
Count
Total Unit
Count

4
3

Health/PE Requirement
Math

3
4

Math
English Comp
Technical Report Writing
Human Relations Requirement
Elective in Major (Programming)

4
4
4
3

-for MHCC students - AAS cyber

186

4
3

3
4

3
4

4

4

3
3

3
3

96

Total Unit
Count

Total FTE
Equivalent

for transfer students - (add ISTM284E and
ISTM283A)
Total FTEF is equivalent to 45 ILC's per year. Extra
assignments can be made up to 54.5 ILC's

90

4

84
93

for MHCC students - AAS Sec Pen (add ISTM283A)_

BAS Credits
AA Credits

4

87

90
Total
number of

18

78

78
69

BAS Proposal - Appendix C1

Calculations for Revenue and Expenses

Course Number

Course Name

Information Systems and Technology Management

ISTM100A
ISTM100B
ISTM100C
ISTM133P
ISTM140L

Credit
Unit
Count

Year 1

1
1
1
4
4

ISTM171
ISTM183A
ISTM183B
ISTM183C
ISTM189
ISTM233P
ISTM283A
ISTM283B
ISTM283CC
ISTM283CO1
ISTM283CO2
ISTM284E
ISTM285E
ISTM197IIT
ISTM285W

Cyber Student Support 1
Cyber Student Support 2
Cyber Student Support 3
Introduction to Python
Preparation for Linux
Introduction to Cloud and Virtualization
Technologies
Preparation for A+ Essentials
Preparation for A+ Practical Application
Fundamentals of Cyber Security
Wireless Security
Python for Cyber Security
Fundamentals of Disaster Recovery
Firewall Implementation
Cyber Competition
Cyber Operations 1
Cyber Operations 2
Ethical Hacking (Required for all Degrees)
Advanced Ethical Hacking
Internet Infrastructure and Technologies
Web Application Penetration Testing

ISTM326
ISTM328
ISTM329
ISTM330
ISTM431
ISTM432
ISTM383F
ISTM334
ISTM335
ISTM336
ISTM437
ISTM338
ISTM439
ISTM440
ISTM441
ISTM442

Cyber Defense Strategies (Blue Team 1)
Issues in Cyber Security (Portal Class)
Cyber Comp I
Cyber Comp II
Cyber Comp III
Cyber Comp IV
Practical Digital Forensics
Mobile Forensics
Compliance
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (1)
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (2)
Critical Infrastructure (3 Lec / 2 Lec-Lab)
Cyber Offense Strategies (Red Team 1)
Risk Analysis
Project Management
Senior Project

3
4
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
3

Computer Information Systems

CIS125SS
CIS151
CIS152
CIS153
CIS276
CIS279S
CIS284S
CIS297

Spreadsheets
Intro to Networks
Routing and Switching Essentials
Scaling Networks
SQL
Windows Server OS
Preparation for Security +
Capstone Project Development

Computer Science

CS161

Computer Science 1
Assembly Language for Cyber Security
Professionals
Secure Programming
Computer Architecture for Cyber Security

CS361
CS362
CS363

Business Electives

BA205
BA285

Business Communications
Leadership and Human Relations

General Education

HPE
MTH 65/58
MTH 105/111 or
higher
WR121
WR227

Total Unit
Count
Total Unit
Count

Total FTE
Equivalent
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1 Lec / 2 Lec-Lab
4 Lec
2 Lec-Lab
2 Lec-Lab
2 Lec-Lab
2 Lec-Lab
2 Lec / 2 Lec-Lab
2 Lec / 2 Lec-Lab
4 Lec
2 Lec / 2 Lec-Lab
2 Lec / 2 Lec-Lab
2 Lec / 2 Lec-Lab
1 Lec / 2 Lec-Lab
4 Lec
4 Lec
1 Lec / 2 Lec-Lab

3
4
2
2

4
4
3
3

4

5

4
4

5
5

4

4

4

4

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
4

4
3

5
4

4
3

4
4

4

4.5

34

40.5

6
4
2
2
2
2
4

8
4
3
3
3
3
10

8
8

10
10

4

4

3

4

4
4

4.5
4

6
4
4
4
2
2

8
8
6
6
3
3

5
4
4
4
4

6
8
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8
8
8
6
8
8
6

8
8
6
6
6
6
10
10
8
10
10
10
8
8
8
8

4
4

5
4

4
3
4
4
3

9
9
8

8
8
8

9
9
8

90

130

156

4
4 3 Lec / 1 Lec-Lab
4 3 Lec / 1 Lec-Lab
4 4 Lec

4
4

4.5
4

35

41.5

4
3

Math
English Comp
Technical Report Writing
Human Relations Requirement
Elective in Major (Programming)

4
4
4
3

186

for MHCC students - AAS Sec Pen (add ISTM283A)_
#REF!
for transfer students - (add ISTM284E and
ISTM283A)
Total FTEF is equivalent to 45 ILC's per year. Extra
assignments can be made up to 54.5 ILC's

112 students (56 per year)
Units offered
ILC

3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
4

BAS Credits
AA Credits

Total Unit
Count

15 students
Units offered
ILC

Full enrollment (2
offerings per year)

Year 4
Add 56 students =
total students 99
Units offered
ILC

3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Health/PE Requirement
Math

-for MHCC students - AAS cyber

Year 2
Year 3
Add 24 students =total
Add 39 students =
students 39
total students 63
Units offered
ILC
Units offered
ILC

0

45

38

53 70.5

48

BAS Proposal – Appendix C1
Existing Course Descriptions

Information Systems and Technology Management
ISTM283A: Fundamentals of Cyber Security – 3 Credits
Students in this class receive instruction and lab assignments on Incident Response (IR), Disaster
Recovery (DR) and Business Continuity (BC) which are directed to the creation of fundamental
protocols necessary for the recovery and continuity of a business in the event of a severe cyber
failure, disaster or attack. Students will be exposed to various laws applicable to cyber security
breaches and how to maintain compliance to said laws. Students will be exposed to basic risk
assessment techniques appropriate for designing a cyber security policy and procedures manual.
Some outcomes of this class map to NIST/CAE Knowledge Units Cybersecurity Foundations (CSF),
and IT Systems Components (ISC).
ISTM283B: Firewall Implementation – 3 Credits
This course provides the student with a general understanding of how to install, configure, and
manage firewalls for defense of enterprise network architecture. Students will: learn the theory and
configuration steps for setting up the security, networking, threat prevention, logging, and reporting
features of next generation firewall technologies; learn the nature and scope of today’s
cybersecurity challenges, strategies for network defense, as well as detailed information about nextgeneration cybersecurity solutions; deploy a variety of security methodologies as well as
technologies and concepts used for implementing a secure network environment. Components of
this class map to CAE KUs Network Defense and Cybersecurity Foundations.
ISTM284E: Ethical Hacking – 3 Credits
This class demonstrates the ethical use of various "white hat" cyber penetration testing tools and
techniques consistent with Ethical Hacking training. Network tools and techniques take place in an
enclosed "sandbox" environment. Students are exposed to various computer hacking skills and
analyze various protective measures and their effectiveness.

Computer Science
CS161: Computer Science I – 4 Credits
This course is an introduction to fundamental concepts of computer science including problemsolving, algorithm and program design, data types, control structures, repetition structures,
functions and arrays. This course is designed for computer science majors and for students in other
disciplines.
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Business Electives
BA205: Business Communications – 4 Credits
This course develops required skills to communicate effectively in a business environment.
Technology is viewed and used as an efficient and effective tool for processing and presenting
information in a business setting. Students learn and practice effective strategies for writing
persuasive, good and bad news letters and memos. They learn interpersonal and organizational
communication skills for working in groups as well as with individuals. Students collaborate to
research, write and present business reports. Email, word processing, spreadsheets, online research
and presentation software is used to enhance the communication process.
BA285: Leadership and Human Relations – 3 Credits
This course prepares students to become effective leaders who drive organizational change. While
the assumption is made that everybody can be a leader, people often miss the opportunity because
they are not ready. Students examine their existing capabilities and develop a plan for building on
these in preparation to lead the 21st century organization. Additional focus is made on nurturing the
development of followers and recognizing situations that either impede or facilitate effective
leadership. Non-business majors are welcome.

General Education
MTH111: Pre-Calculus 1: Elementary Functions – 5 Credits
This course provides an extensive study of functions and their inverses modeled algebraically,
numerically and graphically. Specific functions include exponential, logarithmic, polynomial and
power functions. Modeling real world applications is emphasized.
WR227: Technical Report Writing – 4 Credits
This course introduces students to professional and technical documents with an emphasis on
improving their abilities to read, analyze and prepare technical reports used in the workplace. The
term's work culminates in a major technical report using research and documentation. Students
prepare and revise memos, a proposal, a progress report and a PowerPoint presentation that lead
up to this major technical report. Students also produce a job portfolio. All work in this course
emphasizes precise use of language and graphics to communicate complex information efficiently
and ethically.
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Proposed New Course Descriptions

*Note: All course numbers are fictitious and are used here and in the adjoining spreadsheet to ease
identification. These numbers will change when standardization is developed at a later date.
ISTM326: Cyber Defense Strategies (Blue Team 1)– 3 Credits, 1 Lecture/2 Lec-Lab (5 Clock Hours) – 4
ILC
This class establishes common defense strategy concepts and designs. Students will also work with
the instructor to create a typical defense structure and monitor system activities in a simulated
environment. Independent lab work is required.
ISTM328: Issues in Cyber Security – 4 Credits, Lecture (4 Clock Hours) - 4 ILC
This “cyber survey” class is designed to prepare students from outside the MHCC AAS career path to
get founded on current cyber topics and allow successful entry into the BAS program. This class is
optional. Students with AAS Cyber Security training from any institution do not need to take this
class.
ISTM329: Cyber Competition I (Fall) - 2 Credits, 2 Lec-Lab (4 Clock Hours) - 3 ILC
This course will allow students to compete individually and in teams based on concepts / subject
materials presented in Year 3. [Note: Competitions may be national or local and can include
intercollegiate events]
ISTM330: Cyber Competition II (Spring) - 2 Credits, 2 Lec-Lab (4 Clock Hours) - 3 ILC
This course will allow students to compete individually and in teams based on concepts / subject
materials presented in Year 3. [Note: Competitions may be national or local and can include
intercollegiate events]
ISTM431: Cyber Competition III (Fall) - 2 Credits, 2 Lec-Lab (4 Clock Hours) - 3 ILC
This course will allow students to compete individually and in teams based on concepts / subject
materials presented in Year 4. [Note: Competitions may be national or local and can include
intercollegiate events]
ISTM432: Cyber Competition IV (Spring) - 2 Credits, 2 Lec-Lab (4 Clock Hours) - 3 ILC
This course will allow students to compete individually and in teams based on concepts / subject
materials presented in Year 4. [Note: Competitions may be national or local and can include
intercollegiate events]
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ISTM383F: Practical Digital Forensics - 4 Credits, 2 Lecture/2 Lec-Lab (6 Clock Hours) – 5 ILC
This intermediate level course presents digital forensics instruction from a systems security
perspective using a variety of software. Students participating in this class will use a variety of digital
forensics tools; and are exposed to drive image making, working with various PC and Mobile device
hardware, and investigations of files and documents. Investigative techniques practiced in this class
are performed in a secure environment.
ISTM334: Mobile Forensics - 4 Credits, 2 Lecture/2 Lec-Lab (6 Clock Hours) – 5 ILC
This course introduces students to different techniques and tools to analyze mobile devices for
artifacts.
ISTM335: Compliance – 4 Credits, Lecture (4 Clock Hours) - 4 ILC
This “cyber management” class explores the realm of digital compliance requirements for both
business and government. Topics in this class include PII, PCI, and various legal issues involving
compliance and how companies can effectively maintain a compliant stance.
ISTM336: Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence 1 - 4 Credits, 2 Lecture/2 Lec-Lab (6 Clock Hours)
– 5 ILC
This class introduces the student to Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence concepts and how
they relate to emerging cyber security issues and threats. Students will be introduced to Natural
Language Programming (NLP) or similar programming skills.
ISTM437: Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence 2 - 4 Credits, 2 Lecture/2 Lec-Lab (6 Clock Hours)
– 5 ILC
This class expands upon the ML and AI topics introduced in the ISTM3--- class. This includes a more
thorough examination of languages and techniques used to enhance cyber security defenses
programmatically.
ISTM338: Critical Infrastructure – 4 Credits, 3 Lecture/4 Lec-Lab – 6 ILC
This class is an overview of the impact of cyber security on the nation’s (world’s) critical
infrastructure. Examined in this class are attack targets, vulnerabilities, and actors. This class
discusses methodologies to mitigate attacks and reduce attack profiles. Lab work includes
introduction to “ladder programming” and other CI based techniques.
ISTM439: Cyber Offensive Strategies (Red Team 1) – 3 Credits, 1 Lecture/2 Lec-Lab (5 Clock Hours) – 4
ILC
This class establishes common defense strategy concepts and designs. Students will also work with
the instructor to design an attack platform, use attack tools, and launch attacks in a simulated
environment. Independent lab work is required.
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ISTM440: Risk Analysis – 4 Credits, Lecture (4 Clock Hours) - 4 ILC
This “cyber management” class takes an in-depth approach to understanding how to perform risk
analysis and differentiate various kinds of risk allowing for a more appropriate assignment of limited
resources.
ISTM441: Project Management - 4 Credits, Lecture (4 Clock Hours) - 4 ILC
This class introduces Project Management for cyber security professionals. Topics include project
consultation, realistic proposals, and effective project planning so as to anticipate project
management problems. Skills such as team building, client communications, and accurate
scheduling are developed in this class.
ISTM442: Senior Project – 3 Credits, 1 Lec/2 Lec-Lab (5 Clock Hours), 4 ILC
Working in teams and in a simulated environment, students will create a specified project typically
based on the repair and adaptation of faulty network into a secure system. Other tasks as directed
by the instructor appropriate for the topic.
CS361: Assembly Language for Cyber Security – 4 Credits, 2 Lecture/2 Lec-Lab (6 Clock Hours), 5 ILC
This class will introduce Cyber Security students low-level programming in the C and assembly
languages. Topics include: control structures, memory management, data structures, and allocation
classes. Students will learn to write short programs in both languages and to reverse engineer
previously written code.
CS362: Secure Programming – 4 Credits, 2 Lecture/2 Lec-Lab (6 Clock Hours), 5 ILC
This class covers the fundamental concepts and execution of secure software, including its design,
implementation and maintenance. Topics covered include: reverse engineering for software
specification recovery, malware analysis, software security analysis, fixing vulnerabilities, and
applying secure coding practices to applications developed in class.
CS363: Computer Architecture for Cyber Security – 4 Credits, Lecture (4 Clock Hours), 4 ILC
This course covers the fundamental concepts of computer architecture and introduces quantitative
techniques for performance evaluation. The course is designed to provide the cyber security student
enhanced awareness of system designs and identify potential points of failure or vulnerability.
Topics include: computer systems hardware, pipelining, multithreading, memory structures,
multiprocessors and hardware/software interaction to improve performance. Basic knowledge of
computer hardware and network design is strongly encouraged.
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Advisory Biographical Profiles

Theresa Masse
Ms. Masse is the Cyber Security Advisor in Region 10 (Oregon) for the US Department of Homeland
Security -Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA). Prior to that, she served as the
Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) for the Port of Portland for 5+ years. She was the first CISO
for the State of Oregon and served in that capacity for 10 years. Previous to that, she worked in the
private sector as the Senior Director for Information & Corporate Security at Cummins Inc., an
international Fortune 500 company.
Charlie Kawasaki, CISSP
Software Diligence Services, LLC., President/CEO
Charlie served as CTO for PacStar (a part of Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions) for 16 years. He led
multiple innovation initiatives including development of cutting-edge tactical computing and
Commercial Solutions for Classified systems, resulting in contract awards for numerous DoD tactical
programs. Charlie has over 40 years’ experience launching and building companies and products,
creating dozens of software, cybersecurity, and networking-based products. Charlie served as CEO
of RuleSpace, Inc., which created AI/ML-based technology used in Internet parental controls by
companies such as AOL, Yahoo, BellSouth, and Microsoft. Charlie currently serves on the boards of
the Technology Association of Oregon, Oregon State University Industry Advisory Board, Oregon
Teaching and Research Security Operations Center, and the Oregon Cybersecurity Advisory Council.
Dennis Tomlin
Dennis Tomlin is the Chief Information Security Officer for Multnomah County, where he is
responsible for leading the county’s cybersecurity efforts. He manages a team of 6
security professionals that ensures endpoint and perimeter protection, incident response, forensics,
identity management and regulatory compliance (HIPAA, CJIS, PCI-DCS).
In addition to public speaking and participating in panel discussions, Mr. Tomlin serves the sector
and his community as an appointee by Governor Kate Brown to be a voting member of the Oregon
Cyber Advisory Council.
In addition, Mr. Tomin serves on:
•
•
•
•
•

SLTTGCC (CISA State Local Tribal Territorial Governing Coordinating Council)
Mt Hood College Cybersecurity Program Advisory Board
Clackamas Community College Healthcare Program Security Advisor
Evanta CISO Governing Board
SecureWorld Advisory Board

Mr. Tomlin attended Portland State University where he majored in Elementary Education. He was a
Peace Corps Volunteer in Paraguay from 1978 to 1981.
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Terry Braught
CIS Instructor, Center for Advanced Learning
I have been teaching cybersecurity for ten years.
Fadi Labib
Cybersecurity Consultant, NetSPI
Bachelor's of Science in Computer Science with Cybersecurity focus. Worked in various aspect of
security from IT cybersecurity for power generation sites with Portland General Electric (PGE), to
DevOps and secure cloud deployment with McAfee, and currently, web applications penetration
testing with NetSPI. I also occasionally teach middle and high school students various programming
and security courses including summer weeklong camps with Saturday Academy.
Stefan Richards
Chief Information Security Officer, CorVel Corporation
A short description of your industry experience. Figure 2-3 sentences. Nor more than a paragraph.:
Over 25 years in cybersecurity including 10 years in the role of Chief Information Security and
Privacy Officer for 4 separate organizations, from small startup to large enterprise. Built and drove
security programs at Intel and Microsoft, including shipping security features in the Windows
operating system and Intel chipsets, pioneering security product development lifecycle at Intel and
authoring 3 issued cybersecurity patents. Led security strategy and operations for State of Oregon
government as State CISO, centralizing state security operations, driving massive security risk
reduction, and authoring and driving to passage state security legislation to restructure Oregon
state government to improve cybersecurity effectiveness and to formalize the state's partnership
with private businesses to drive better cybersecurity for all Oregonians.
Justin Yost
Senior Manager of Information Security, Port of Portland
Justin has over 18 years of experience in cyber security, mostly supporting Department of Defense
and Local Government organizations. He has served in a variety of roles throughout his career as a
SOC Analyst, Penetration Testing Team Lead, SOC Manager, Cyber Security Architect, and Head of
Information Security. He has a Bachelor’s of Business Administration from the University of Hawaii
and various industry certifications including CISSP, GCIH (Incident Handler), GCFA (Forensics
Analyst), GSNA (Systems Network Auditor), GWAPT (Web Application Penetration Testing), GCCC
(Critical Controls), and RHCSA (Red Hat System Administrator).
Jeff Sperley
Faculty Member, Mt. Hood Community College
Jeff Sperley is a Computer Information Systems and Cybersecurity faculty member where he is
responsible for delivering computer network instruction, identifying and mitigating emerging
threats with hardware and software solutions, and teaching critical thinking skills to troubleshoot
and resolve any type of an encountered issue. Jeff has developed wired and wireless network
systems for various military and civilian organizations, and actively participates as a volunteer in
military communities focused on communications systems.
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Letters of Support

Letters of Support
1. Charlie Kawasaki, Software Diligence Services
2. Twila Denham & Steven Parker, EnergySec
3. Theresa Masse, U.S Department of Homeland Security
4. Dennis Tomlin, Multnomah County Department of Community Assets
5. Grace Williams, Palo Alto Networks
6. Ibrahim Alhussain, Mt. Hood Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
7. Mark Gregory, Oregon Small Business Development Center Network (SBDC)
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U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency
[Sender’s Division or Office Name]

Washington, DC 20528

December 21, 2021

Dr. Lisa Skari, President
Mt. Hood Community College
26000 SE Stark Street
Gresham, OR 97030
Dear Dr. Skari:
My name is Theresa A. Masse, Cyber Security Advisor for the Department of Homeland
Security – Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (DHS-CISA). I have over
30 years’ experience in cyber security- - as the CISO for the State of Oregon for 10
years, and the CISO for the Port of Portland for 5+ years. I have served on a number of
committees including the MS-ISAC executive committee and the State/Local/
Tribal/Territorial Government Coordinating Council. I also have participated on the Mt.
Hood Community College Cyber Advisory Committee for several years.
There is a huge shortage of cybersecurity professionals across the country - in both the
public & private sectors. It is extremely difficult to recruit and retain cybersecurity staff.
Students with completed 2-year degrees are certainly needed, however 4-year degreed
graduates are in high demand and hard to find. The federal government is very
concerned about the lack of skilled cyber professionals because all organizations are
challenged to implement effective cyber security programs, and this places them at very
high risk. The results often are major impacts on the critical infrastructure we all rely
on.
This is an excellent opportunity for the Mt. Hood Community College BAS program to
help resolve this desperate need. Students will be able to find interesting, well-paying
jobs in Oregon or anywhere in the country. I encourage the college to move forward
with this program.
Regards,
Theresa A. Masse

Cyber Security Advisor, Region 10 (Oregon)
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
Department of Homeland Security
Phone: (503) 930-5671
Email: theresa.masse@cisa.dhs.gov
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY ASSETS
Wayne and Team,
I am thrilled to be a part of the Advisory Board for the CyberSecurity program that has been
established at Mt. Hood Community College. As you are aware we have several employees
both inside and outside of IT that have participated in your program. We appreciate the training
that they have received and commend the program for providing opportunities to a diverse
population.
We are hoping that your program is successful in your quest to Bachelor of Applied Science
(BAS) degree program for cyber security. To my knowledge it would be the first program of this
type in the state.
By expanding your offering to include this degree program you will be creating additional
opportunities for your students that will allow them to enter the field at a potentially higher level.
We continue to have opportunities arise at the County and I feel that a candidate with a BAS
can overcome some of the barriers that are in place for jobs that require a Bachelors degree OR
a certain number of years of experience in those cases where a younger candidate with an AS
would not qualify simply because they do not have the experience in the field.
I am hopeful that the HECC will see the need for highly qualified candidates to be prepared to
step into professional positions in the world of Cybersecurity, where as you are aware there are
currently more jobs that qualified candidates.
Best Wishes,

Dennis Tomlin
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May 18, 2021
To whom it may concern,
Palo Alto Networks is the global cybersecurity leader. Everyday, Palo Alto provides the
visibility, trusted intelligence, automation and flexibility that help complex
organizations advance securely. Our vision is a world where each day is safer and more
secure than the one before. In order to achieve this, we must invest in education and
grow the next generation of security professionals.
The Bachelors of Applied Science: Cybersecurity degree program you are considering is
exactly what we need to prepare students for jobs in this important field.
Below you will find a brief description of the roles we will continue to hire for.
●

●
●

Security Operations Analyst, Technical Support Engineer, System
Administrator, Security Consultants, Systems Engineer, Penetration Tester and
Security Technician.
○ Current demand for these roles is high - we hired 200 interns and 160
grads in 2020/2021. A significant portion were technical.
○ Over the next 3 years, needs for professionals with these qualifications
will only increase. Our intern and graduate programs will continue to
grow 15-20% YOY.
Bachelor degree levels make up 70% of our hires. We are expanding into the AA
level but we will always see more demand for higher education.
It is challenging to find the right talent for security roles at existing
universities. There are great programs out there, but it is not enough to address
the future workforce needs.

I hope this short letter conveys the importance and need for degree programs like the
Bachelors of Applied Science: Cybersecurity that you are considering. Please reach out to
me directly if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Grace Williams
Director, Early Talent | grwilliams@paloaltonetworks.com
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Mt. Hood Small Business Development Center
Building Oregon’s Best Businesses
26000 SE Stark St. | Gresham, OR 97030
Tel: 503-491-7658 | OregonSBDC.org/mhcc

To the office of Dr. Lisa Skari, President
Mt. Hood Community College
26000 SE Stark St., Gresham, OR 97030

December 23rd, 2021

RE: Support for the Mt. Hood Community College application for the Applied Baccalaureate Degree in
Cybersecurity.
Dear Dr. Skari,
The Mt. Hood Small Business Development Center, SBDC, supports Oregon’s businesses and
entrepreneurs through expert advising, classes, workshops, and access to resources needed to be
successful. The SBDC works in collaboration with partners within the Mt. Hood district and throughout the
state of Oregon to ensure businesses have the resources they need to succeed. While there are 20 current
SBDC’s located throughout the State of Oregon, the Mt. Hood SBDC leads the Oregon SBDC Network in
cybersecurity and humbly supports your endeavor in the establishment of the Applied Baccalaureate
Degree in Cybersecurity at Mt. Hood Community College.
Given that the Mt. Hood SBDC leads the Oregon SBDC Network in cybersecurity, the establishment of the
Applied Baccalaureate Degree in Cybersecurity would benefit the SBDC and the communities/ businesses
it serves in providing expertise, educational awareness, programing, and other cybersecurity support
services via experienced faculty at MHCC. Cybersecurity professionals are difficult to find and with today’s
online environment, persons with an Applied Baccalaureate Degree in Cybersecurity will become assets to
the communities/ businesses the SBDC serves.
By way of support, the Mt. Hood SBDC is ready to serve on an advisory committee dedicated to the
continued growth and development of the Applied Baccalaureate Degree in Cybersecurity. In addition,
the SBDC is ready to integrate its current existing cybersecurity internship program into your degree to
ensure students gain the internship experience suitable for todays job market. The internship provides
interns with the opportunity to work on current SBDC projects, collaborate with partners, attend classes,
and work with SBDC advisers on different cybersecurity projects at the center and Network levels.
I am writing to provide our non-financial support in the establishment of the Applied Baccalaureate Degree in
Cybersecurity at Mt. Hood Community College. Should there be any questions or concerns please do not
hesitate to contact me at 503-491-7658 (phone); or OregonSBDC@mhcc.edu (email).
Sincerely,

Ibrahim Alhussain, Director
Mt. Hood Small Business Development Center
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The Oregon Small Business Development Centers are partially funded by the
US Small Business Administration and the Oregon Business Development Department.
All services provided on a non-discriminatory basis.

January 3rd, 2022
Dr. Lisa Skari, President
Mt. Hood Community College
26000 SE Stark St., Gresham, OR 97030
Dear Dr. Skari,
The Oregon Small Business Development Centers, as Oregon’s largest business assistance provider,
supports Mt. Hood Community College’s application for the Applied Baccalaureate Degree in
Cybersecurity. We have greatly benefited from our past partnerships with both your students and staff
toward providing cybersecurity assistance to businesses statewide via the Mt. Hood Community
College Small Business Development Center (SBDC). With your help, we provide critical advice,
guidance, and instruction to Oregon businesses through 21 centers and over 42 locations across our
state. Our staff of prior business owners and local professionals’ team with Business Oregon, the Small
Business Administration and host colleges and universities to support our business communities.
The COVID-19 business restrictions created one of the most challenging circumstances our businesses
experienced since the inception of our program. With these challenges came the opportunities for our
Network to assist Oregon businesses with specialized programs and services, most notably, in
cybersecurity. Our Mt. Hood SBDC leads our Network in cybersecurity assistance by providing cyber
awareness, advising, and education to our business community statewide. Given the desire to further
grow and support cybersecurity efforts throughout our Network, we believe that the establishment of
the Applied Baccalaureate Degree in Cybersecurity at Mt. Hood Community College would further
enhance the services provided by the Mt. Hood Community College SBDC and I support this endeavor
without hesitation. Our Network stands ready to provide support through taking part in any future
advisory committees dedicated to the growth of the Applied Baccalaureate Degree in Cybersecurity.
Should you have any questions, please feel free to utilize both our website at www.Oregonsbdc.org or
contact me directly via my cell at 541-844-8658. I look forward to future conversations regarding your
efforts to establish the Applied Baccalaureate Degree in Cybersecurity at Mt. Hood Community
College.
Warm Regards,

Mark Gregory
Oregon SBDC Network
State Director
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Name:

Position:

Katrinia McNeal

Faculty, Information Systems and Technology Management Department
Mt. Hood Community College
26000 SE Stark Street, Gresham, OR 97030
503-491-7502(office)
503-491-7618 (fax)

A. Professional Preparation
Mt. Hood Community College
Mt. Hood Community College
Mt. Hood Community College
Mt. Hood Community College
Champlain College
Champlain College
Champlain College
Champlain College

Database Development
Webmaster/Web Management
Database Development
Webmaster/Web Management
Web Design and Development
PHP Programming
Web Programming
Information Security Operations

AAS
AAS
Cert
Cert
BA
Cert
Cert
MS

B. Appointments
Mt. Hood Community College

Tenure Faculty

2018-Present

2015
2015
2015
2015
2017
2017
2017
2020

C. Synergistic Activities
• CISCO IT Essentials (training)
• CISCO CCNAv7: Introduction to Networks (training)
• CompTIA Security + (certification)
• Actively participating in outreach to the district high schools and providing curricular articulation opportunities
targeted toward the diverse local population.
• Actively participating in outreach to the regional universities to create articulation opportunities for MHCC
graduates to continue on to a four-year degree.
• Member of several committees at Mt. Hood Community College including the Quality Online Course Peer
Review Initiative and Strategic Enrollment Planning.
• QM-Certified Higher Educations Peer Reviewer
• QM-Certified Applying the QM Rubric Online Facilitator
• Rho Theta faculty advisor
• Coordinator for the Something Wonderful Project
• Member of Women in Cybersecurity
D. Collaborators & Other Affiliations
• iUrban Teen - Teaching different technology courses to high and middle school age students in underrepresent
groups. Also partnered with them to create cybersecurity curriculum.
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Name:

Position:

Dr. Wayne Michael Machuca, PhD, CEH.

Faculty, Information Systems and Technology Management Department
Mt. Hood Community College
26000 SE Stark Street, Gresham, OR 97030
503-491-7631 (office)
503-491-7618 (fax)

A. Professional Preparation
Purdue University Calumet
Purdue University Calumet
Golden Gate University
Northcentral University

Computer Tech Commercial
Computer Technology
Computer Information Systems
Business Administration

AS
BS
MBA
PhD

B. Appointments
Mt. Hood Community College
OHSU
Oregon Institute of Technology
College of the Sequoias
College of the Sequoias
National University

Tenure Faculty
Fellow
Adjunct Instructor
Professor
Adjunct Instructor
Adjunct Instructor

2005-Present
2010
2008
1999-2005
1994-1999
1989-1990, 2003-2005

1980
1982
1986
2007

C. Publications
Using Game Development Courses to Increase Enrollment in IT Programs. (2010, March 28-31). Proceedings from
Innovations 2010 by the League of Innovation in the Community College. Baltimore, MD.
Using Computer Games to Enhance Enrollment in IT Programs. (2010, February 3). Proceedings from the 2010 Student
Success & Retention Conference. Portland, OR.
Help Desk Renaissance: A New Understanding of the Importance of Technical Support Services. (2007). Issues in
Information Systems. Willoughby, L. (ed). International Association for Computer Information Systems (VIII, 1). ISSN
1529-7314.
The Limitations of Expert Systems. (2006, June). 4th International Conference on Computer Science and its Applications.
San Diego, CA: US Education Service.
Using Success Rates for Evaluating Distance Learning Community College Courses. (2004, July). 2nd International
Conference on Computer Science and its Applications. San Diego, CA: US Education Service.
D. Synergistic Activities
1. Co-Developer for the AAS CyberSecurity and Networking degree for MHCC (2011-present).
2. Developer of the Oregon Center for Cyber Security online at www.mhcc.edu/occs.
3. Earned various certifications specific to the program including CompTIA Security+, EC-Council Certified Ethical
Hacker, AccessData Certified Examiner (ACE), Palo Alto Cybersecurity Academy (PACA) accreditation, Cisco
(various), FEMA Cyber Security (various), Oracle Academy Trainer, HL7 Control, and Microsoft MOUS.
4. Developing new curricular material and pedagogical methods for the delivery of cyber security training in a
technologically safe environment.
5. Actively participating in outreach to the district high schools and providing curricular articulation opportunities
targeted toward the diverse local population.
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6. Actively participating in outreach to the regional universities to create articulation opportunities for MHCC
graduates to continue on to a four-year degree.
7. Present at regional cybersecurity events.
8. Co-Chair of the Mt. Hood Community College Institutional Review Board (MHCC IRB).
E. Collaborators & Other Affiliations
•
•
•
•

CyberWatch - collaborator for some curriculum and faculty training.
CyberWatch West - collaborator on application for Center for Academic Excellence (2 year) and faculty training.
CAE Community (https://www.caecommunity.org/)
Paul Morris – co-writer of the proposal
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Name:

Position:

Jeff Sperley

Faculty, Information Systems and Technology Management Department
Mt. Hood Community College
26000 SE Stark Street, Gresham, OR 97030
503-491-7631 (office)
503-491-7618 (fax)

A. Professional Preparation
Mt. Hood Community College
Mt. Hood Community College
Oregon Institute of Technology
Oregon Institute of Technology
Warner Pacific College

Network Engineer Support Specialist
Transfer Degree
Information Technology
Management Information Systems
Management & Leadership

AS
AA
BS
BS
MS

B. Appointments
Mt. Hood Community College
Cisco Networking Academy

Unsung Hero Award
Advanced Level Instructor

2003-04
2019

C.

Teaching Experience
Mt. Hood Community College
Full-time Faculty, Computer Information Systems
Mt. Hood Community College
Full-time Faculty, Information Systems
Mt. Hood Community College
Part-time Faculty, Business
Eastern Oregon University
Part-time Faculty, Business

D. Certifications and Badges
CompTIA
Palo Alto Networks
Palo Alto Networks
Palo Alto Networks
Quality Matters
Quality Matters

Security +
Cybersecurity Essentials
Cyber Infrastructure Configuration
Cybersecurity Prevention & Countermeasures
Peer Reviewer Course
Applying the QM Rubric

2003
2004
2007
2007
2011

2018-Present
2018-Present
2016-2017
2016-2017
2017-Current
2018
2018
2018
2020
2020

E. Related Experience
Oregon State Defense Force, Signals IT Officer

2014-2019

Assist in managing and controlling the use of information network capabilities and network services. Manage
employment automation (hardware, software) supporting the workforce. Establish automation systems security
and document procedures for all systems employed by the force. Participate in and act as a liaison to
local/state/federal Incident Command System (ICS) communities.
Mt. Hood Community College, Distance Learning WebCT

2007-2014

Serve as the learning management system specialist, assisting in course configuration, course conversion and
migration, course maintenance, course tool settings, and troubleshooting. Conduct training on ADA best
practices to meet federal and state requirements. Assist in writing HTML5/CSS3 compliant instructional
materials that can be directly incorporated into online or hybrid courses.
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U.S. Army Military Auxiliary Radio System (MARS), Member

2005-Present

Present Prepare training plans and orders utilizing software-based communication solutions. Configure and
manage a web server to develop related training materials. Use creative solutions to identify and address
command-and-control issues. Assist in providing communications training to the Oregon National Guard
(ORNG), and act as a liaison between ORNG and Army MARS. SPERLEY PAGE 4 INDUSTRY AND PROFESSIONAL
MEMBERSHIPS Amateur Radio Relay League (ARRL) Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association
(AFCEA) Center of Academic Excellence (CAE) in Cybersecurity Hoodview Amateur Radio Club (HARC) InfraGard –
Oregon Chapter Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) U.S. Army – Military Auxiliary Radio
System

F. Industry and Professional Memberships
Amateur Radio Relay League (ARRL)
Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association (AFCEA)
Center of Academic Excellence (CAE) in Cybersecurity
Hoodview Amateur Radio Club (HARC)
InfraGard – Oregon Chapter Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
U.S. Army – Military Auxiliary Radio System
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Name:

Position:

Pamela E. Wiese

Faculty, Computer Science
Mt. Hood Community College
26000 SE Stark Street, Gresham, OR 97030
503-491-7198 (office)
503-491-7618 (fax)

A. Professional Preparation
Willamette University
The Ohio State University
Portland State University
Northcentral University
Georgia Technical University

Music
Music History & Literature
Graduate course in Computer Science
Graduate course in Computer Science
Graduate course in Computer Science

BA
MA

1976
1980
2019-Present
2019-Present
2018-2019

B. Appointments
Mt. Hood Community College
Hartnell College
Monterey Peninsula College
The Ohio State University

Tenure Faculty
Tenure Faculty
Adjunct Instructor
Instructor

2018-Present
1996-2016
2011-2016
1980-1982

C. Synergistic Activities
1. Developer of the AS-CS degree for MHCC (2018-present).
2. Member of the Major Transfer Map – Computer Science Workgroup, which developed a seamless pathway for
transfer in computer science from community colleges to Oregon public universities.
3. Continual development of new curricular material and pedagogical methods for delivery of computer science
training for in-person and online instruction.
4. Developed and trained instructors of a game development course for IUrban Teen.
5. Actively organize and participate in outreach to community youth and senior organizations and to district middle
and high schools.
6. Serve as member of the Association for Computing Machinery Technical Symposium for the Special Interest
Group, Computer Science Education, organizing committee.
7. Selected as Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing Scholar, 2018.
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Leadership Profiles

Lisa A. Skari, Ed.D., M.B.A.

President, Mt. Hood Community College
A. Education
Washington State University, College of Education, Pullman, WA
Doctor of Education (Ed.D.), Higher Education Administration – Community College Leadership
Indiana University, Lilly Family School of Philanthropy, Indianapolis, IN
Certificate in Fundraising Management
Pacific Lutheran University, Parkland, WA
Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.)
Washington State University, Pullman, WA
Bachelor of Arts (B.A.), Clothing and Textiles
B. Administrative Positions
President, Mt. Hood Community College, Gresham, OR, 2018-Present
Vice President of Institutional Advancement, Highline College, Des Moines, WA, 2001-2018
Executive Director, Highline College Foundation, Des Moines, WA 2015-2018
Director of Instructional Budgeting and Special Projects, Highline College, Des Moines, WA, 1997-2001
Director of Cooperative Education and Internships, Highline College, Des Moines, WA, 1994-1997
C. Teaching & Other Positions
Adjunct Faculty, Highline College, Des Moines, WA, 1992-1994
Buyer/Store Manager, Morning Sun, Fife, WA, 1992-1994
Corporate Trainer/Buyer/Manager, Lamonts, Bellevue, WA, 1987-1992
D. Awards & Recognitions
Communicator of the Year (Region VII), National Council for Marketing and Public Relations
The H.S. Warwick Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Award, Council for Advancement and Support of
Education
Distinguished Service Award, The Association of Washington Community and Technical College
Administrators
Volunteer of the Year, Greater Seattle YMCA
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E. Service to Profession
Advisory Committee of Presidents, Association of Community College Trustees, 2022-Present
Commission on Public Relations, Advocacy, Advancement, American Association of Community
Colleges, 2019-Present
Community College Advisory Council, Council for Advancement and Support of Education, 2017-Present
Editorial Board Member, Journal of Education Advancement and Marketing, 2015-Present
Commission on Alumni Relations, Council for Advancement and Support of Education, 2013-2016
F. Service to Community
Portland Business Alliance, Board of Directors, Portland, OR, 2019-Present
Oregon Public Broadcasting, Board of Directors, Portland, OR, 2018-Present
Worksystems Inc, Board of Directors, Portland, OR, 2018-Present
Greater Gresham Chamber of Commerce, Board of Directors, Gresham, OR, 2018-Present
Rotary Club of Gresham, Board of Directors, Gresham, OR, 2021-Present
All Hands Raised, Leadership Council, Portland, OR, 2018-Present
Greater Portland Inc. Higher Education Committee, Portland, OR, 2018-Present

Alfred McQuarters, Ed.D., M.B.A., M.S.

Vice President, Mt. Hood Community College
A. Education
Oregon State University, College of Education, Corvallis, OR
Doctor of Education (Ed.D.), Higher Education
Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, MI
Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.), Value Drive Organization Emphasis
Howard University, Washington, DC
Master of Science (M.S.), Molecular & Cellular Biology
Drexel University, Thomas R. Kline School of Law, Philadelphia, PA
Legal Studies, Higher Education Compliance Concentration
Anticipated completion of M.S. Degree Fall 2022
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
Bachelor of Science (B.S.), Life Science / Molecular & Cellular Biology
B. Professional Development
Harvard University, Division of Continuing Education, Boston, MA
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Foundations of Data Driven Decision Making
Roosevelt University, College of Education, Chicago, IL
Faculty Teaching & Leadership Program
C. Administrative Positions
Vice President of Academic Affairs, Mt Hood Community College, Gresham, OR, July 2019-Present
Dean, Math & Science Division, Portland Community College, Portland, OR, July 2014-June 2019
Chair, Biological Sciences Dept, Malcolm X College and School of Health Sciences, August 2009-June
2014
D. Faculty Appointments
Faculty (tenured), Malcolm X College and School of Health Sciences, August 2009-June 2014
Adjunct Faculty, University of Phoenix (Chicago Loop Campus), Chicago, IL, 2009-12
Adjunct Faculty, Triton College, River Grove, IL, 2007-09
Adjunct Faculty, Truman College, Chicago, IL, 2004-06
Adjunct Faculty, Cooking Hospitality Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL, 2004
Adjunct Faculty, Lansing Community College, Lansing, MI, 2003
E. Courses Taught
Molecular Biology, Anatomy & Physiology, General Biology, Medical Terminology, CPR & First
Aid, Cell Biology, Microbiology, Human Biology, Human Structure and Function
F. Board Appointments
Adrienne C. Nelson High School PTSA, President of the Board of Directors, Happy Valley, OR 2021Present
Center for Advanced Learning, Board of Directors, Gresham, OR, 2019-Present
Saturday Academy, Board of Directors, Portland, OR, 2016-21
North by Northeast Community Health Center, Board of Directors, Portland, OR, 2016–19
G. Community Appointments
Clackamas County Economic Development Commission, Oregon City, OR, 2015–19
Clackamas Workforce Equity Council, Oregon City, OR, 2017-19
Transportation Planning Alternatives Committee, Metro, Portland, OR, 2017-19
North Clackamas School District (NCSD) Bond Oversight Committee, Oregon City, OR, 2016–19
Portland Metro STEM Partnership, Executive Leadership Team, Portland, OR, 2015–19
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Kristin Lima, Ed.D.. M.B.A.

Dean of Business, Information Systems and Applied Technology, Mt. Hood Community College
A. Education
Brandman University/Chapman University, Irvine, CA
Doctor of Education (Ed.D.), Organizational Leadership
Teaching and Administrative Services Credentials
Monterey Institute of International Studies
Master of Business Administration, International Business Management
Bachelor of Arts, International Relations
College of Sequoias, Visalia, CA
Associate of Arts, Liberal Arts
B. Administrative Positions
Dean of Instruction (Career Technical Education), Los Medanos College, Pittsburg, CA, June 2021October 2021
Dean of Applied Technology, Business and Public Safety, Chabot College, Hayward, CA, 2015-2021
Superintendent, Regional Occupational Program, Santa Lucia ROP/JPA, San Luis Obispo County, CA,
2013-2015
Superintendent, K-8 District, Blochman Union School District, Santa Maria, CA, 2008-2013
Administrator, High School, Lompoc High School, Lompoc, CA, 2001-2008
C. Teaching & Other Positions
Adjunct Instructor, Brandman University (formerly Chapman University), 1998-2019
Educational Technology Specialist, Santa Barbara County Education Office, 2 years
Instructional Consultant, Kings County Office of Education, 2 Years
Teacher, Hanford and Orosi High Schools, 3 years
Owner/Consultant, School Paradigm Solutions, Santa Maria CA, 2013-2015
D. Awards
Educator of the Year, San Leandro Chamber of Commerce, 2020
Future Farmer of America Administrator Award
Board Resolution for Kings County Office of Education Employee of the Month (twice)
Board Recognition for Outstanding Achievement in Teaching
E. Community and Board Appointments
Member, City of Hayward Successor Agency Oversight Board, 2017-18.
President and Board Member, San Leandro Education Foundation, 2016-2020
Board Member, Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation, 2013-15
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February 10, 2017

Dr. Debra A. Derr
President
Mt.Hood CommunityCollege
26000S.E. Stark Street
Gresham,OR 97030
..,

\Jr~
Dear President~:
On behalf of the Northwest Commissionon Colleges and Universities, I am pleased to report that the
accreditationof Mt. Hood CommunityCollege has been reaffumed on the basis of the Fall 2016 Year
Seven Mission Fulfillment and Sustainability Evaluation which was expanded to again address
Recommendations2 and 3 oftbe Fall 2013 Year Three Peer-EvaluationReport. These matters were the
subject of correspondencedated February4, 2014, and February 4, 2015. Congratulationson receiving
this continuedrecognition.
In reaffirming accreditation, the Commission determined that its expectations regarding
Recommendation3 of the Fall 2013 Year Three Peer-EvaluationReport have been met. However, the
Commissiondeterminedthat its expectationsregardingRecommendation2 of the Fall 2013 Year Three
Peer-EvaluationReport have yet to be addressed and as such are included in Recommendation4 of the
FaU2016 Year SevenPeer-EvaluationRepoi:t,

The Commissionrequests that the College submit an addendumto its Fall 2017 Year One Missionand
Core ThemesReportto address Recommendation4 of the Fall 2016 Year Seven Peer-EvaluationReport.
In addition, the Commissionrequests that the College submit an Ad Hoc Report without a visit in fall
2017 to address Recommendationsl, 2, and 3 of the Fall 2016 Year Seven .Peer-EvaluationReport. 'The
Fall 2017 Ad Hoc Report is separate from tl1e College's Fall 2017 Year One Report. A copy of the
Recommendationsis enclosed for your reference.
In making these requests, the Commissionfinds that Recommendation4 of the Fall 2016 Year Seven
Peer-EvaluationReport is an area where Mt. Hood CommunityCollege is substantially in compliance
with Commissioncriteria for accreditation,but in need of improvement.

However, the Commissiondetennined that Recommendations1, 2, and 3 of the Fall 2016 Year Seven
Peer-EvaluationReport do not meet the Commission's criteria for accreditation. According to U.S.
Department of Education Regulation 34 CFR 602.20 and Commission Policy, CommissionAction
RegardingI11stitutio11al
ComplianceWithin SpecifiedPeriod (enclosed), the Commission requires that
Mt. Hood CommunityCollege take appropriateaction to ensure that Recommendations1, 2, and 3 of the
Fall 2016 Year Seven Peer-EvaluationReport are addressed and resolved in the prescribed two-year
period.
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PresidentDebra Derr
Februazy10, 2017
Page Two
The CommissioncommendsMt. Hood CommunityCollege facultyand employeesfor maintaining high
quality instructionand services. In addition. the Commissioncommendsthe College for integratingthe
core theme planningseamlesslyinto the strategicplanningprocessesof the College and for its careful and
judicious fiscal planning. Likewise, the Commissionapplauds the library personnel for developingand
maintaining an inviting atmosphereand for their extensive information literacy classes. Further, the
. Commissioncommendsthe College for its effortsto re~ngage the Commwiityincludingthe faculty and
staff of MaywoodPark CommunityCenter for their provisionof educationalservices.
If you have any questions,please do not hesitateto contact me.
Best wishes for a peacefuland fulfillingNew Year.
Sincerely,

cJIWfl',t
----9"
SandraE. E
President

SEE:rb
Enclosures:

cc:
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Recommendations
CommissionPolicy, CommissionActionRegardingInstitutionalComplianceWithin
SpecifiedPeriod

:Mr.SergeyShepelov,Chief Assessmentand InstitutionalEffectivenessOfficer
Ms. Susie Jones, Board Chair
:Mr.Ben Cannon,ExecutiveDirector,OregonState HigherEducationCoordinatingCommission

Ycar Seven Peer-EvaluationReport
Fall 2016
Mt.Hood CommunityCollege
Recommendations
1. The evaluation committee recommends that the College develop an effective system of
governancewith well-definedauthority,clear decision-makingstructuresand processesthat make
provision for the considerationof the views of faculty, staff, administrators,and ·students to
increaseeffective institutionalleadership(Standards2.A.l, 2.A.9, and 5.B.l).
2. The evaluation committee recommends that the College address and strengthen its system for
regular and systematicevaluationof all faculty(Standard2.B.6).
3. The evaluationcommitteerecognizes that there are many faculty who are using assessmentsof
student learning to inform their teaching. However,the evaluationcommittee recommendsthat
faculty and administration collaboratively develop a college-wide systematic approach to
assessingstudent learningwithin generaleducationand programs. Suchan approachshould:
a) provide faculty with guidance in assessing student learning outcomes at the
generaleducation,program,and colJegelevels;and
b) develop reporting systems so that the results of the assessment of student
learning at each level can be systematically used to improve instruction
(Standards2.C.2 and 4.B.2).
4. The evaluation committee recommends that the College ensure that all indicators of its core
theme objectivesare meaningful,assessableand verifiable;that the planningfor each core theme
guides the selection of programs and services contn"butingto the achievementof goals and that
the resultsof core theme assessmentsand results of assessmentsof programsand servicesare:
a) based on meaningfulinstitutionallyidentifiedindicatorsof achievement;
b) used for improvementby informingplanning,decisionmakingand allocation
of resourcesand capacity;and
c) made availableto appropriateconstituenciesin a timely manner(Standards
1.B.2,3.B.2, and 4.B.l).
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BAS Proposal - Appendix D

Projected Revenue and Expenses
PROJECTED REVENUE
1. Nonresident Student Tuition
2. Nonresident Student Fees

YEAR 1

$
$

3. Resident Student Tuition
4. Resident Student Fees
5. Contributions/Grants
6. Other Revenues
List:
7. College Budget Allocation
8. Federal Funds
9. Other: College Support
TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUE

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

Tuition= number of students*number of BAS
1,028,625 credits*tuition rate

$
$
$
$ $ 127,875 $ 330,787 $ 566,303 $ 854,082

$ $

1b. Faculty FTE for Part-time

$

Faculty Full-time Salaries /Benefits
Faculty Part-time Salaries/Benefits
Faculty Support (Lab or Designated Teaching Assts, etc.)
List:

$ $
$
$

YEAR 1
61,689 $

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

75,401 $ 112,677 $ 264,325 $

NOTES
-

Salary = Step 8 per ILC*number of ILC per year
ILC's calculated by the alternating year schedule Year B has a higher count of BAS courses

$
SUB-TOTAL $ $

OPERATING EXPENSES
1a. Academic Administration FTE (e.g. program chair,
director, etc.)

37,630 $

45,994 $

68,733 $ 161,238

28,211 $

28,406 $

28,607 $

28,814

1b. Academic Administration Salary/Benefits
1c. Academic Administration -Other expenses
2. Materials / Supplies -required for teaching
3. Travel
4. Technology
5. Initial Accreditation review / Initial external reviewers'
expense
6. Student Services Support
7. Other Professional Services
8. Communication / Marketing
9. Other program supplies / services (Describe briefly below)

$ $
$
$ $
$ $
$

21,174 $

21,412 $

21,657 $

21,909

1,500 $
3,000 $

3,900 $
4,500 $

9,300 $
4,500 $

11,200
4,500

10,000 $

8,000 $

8,000 $

8,000

10. Other program-specific operating expenses- competitions
SUB-TOTAL
CAPITAL OUTLAY
1. Library Resources: Purchase/Subscription/Access fees/
Other
2. Technology equipment or resources
3. Other equipment required for program instruction
4. Facilities/ Renovations (specific to new program)
SUB-TOTAL
TOTAL PROJECTED EXPENDITURES

$ $
$ $

1,875 $
68,660 $

3,000 $
69,218 $

4,875 $
76,939 $

7,000
81,423

$ $
$
$
$ $
$

Benefits = .61 of salary

99,319 $ 121,395 $ 181,410 $ 425,564

$ $

Salary = .2 FTE of Faculty Director at Step 0, .05
of Academic Dean at midrange

2,900

$ $
8,000
4,000 $
4,000 $
8,000 $
$
$ 33,000 $ 35,000
$
$
$
$ $ 167,979 $ 190,613 $ 258,349 $ 506,987

19% Indirect rate

$

Total: Deficit/Surplus

$ (72,020) $ 103,958 $ 258,868 $ 250,768

1

NOTES

Year 5 (full)

$ $ 126,000 $ 327,787 $ 561,428 $ 847,082 $
$ $
1,875 $
3,000 $
4,875 $
7,000
$
$

PROJECTED EXPENDITURES
INSTRUCTIONAL
1a. Faculty FTE for Full-time

Other instruction-related expenditures

YEAR 2

31,916 $

36,216 $

49,086 $

96,327

Upgrade to Lab A in Year 3, and Lab B in Year 4

Indirect rate is for all other college services

BAS Proposal - Appendix D
Supporting Calculations

FEE CALCULATIONS
Number of Students:
Number of BAS Units
Tuition Rate

YEAR 1

$

15
35
240.00 $

CLASS SIZE
2023-24
2024-25
2025-26
2026-27
2027-28

FT, Step 0:
$

$

15
24
39
56
56

39
34
247.20 $

YEAR 3

63
35
254.62 $

MAXIMUM
ENROLLMENT
95
112
34
34
262.25 $
270.12

YEAR 4

STUDENT FEES
125
125
125
125
125

Salary (21-22)
FT, Step 0:
Step 8:
108,556
$
2,412.35 $ 1,645.04
FA23 starts
66,218.87

ILC's (Factor to calculate
salary)

5% of Academic Dean
Benefits

2

YEAR 2

61% $
YEAR 1

1,471.53 $
YEAR 2

1,003.48
YEAR 3

MAXIMUM
ENROLLMENT

YEAR 4

37.5

44.5

66.5

90

9

9

9

9

6500
3965

6695
4084

6896
4206

7103
4333

156

BAS Proposal – Appendix E

External Reviewers

External Reviewers
1. University or Community College professional with experience in Curriculum Development
a. Kendra Cawley, Ph.D., Dean of Academic Affairs Emerita, Portland Community College
2. Professional or Practitioner with Career Experience
a. Charlie Kawasaki, President/CEO, Software Diligence Services
3. Instructor or Administrator with experience developing applied baccalaureate programs:
a.

Thaddeus Shannon, Associate Professor, Computer Science Division, Western Oregon
University

b. Jeff Wagnitz, Ed.D., retired educator and senior leader
4. Other Institutions with 4-year Degrees
a. The Alliance – Oregon Alliance of Independent Colleges and Universities
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M t . H o o d C o m m u n i t y C o l l e g e : Proposal for new AB Program
WORKSHEET FOR EXTERNAL REVIEWERS (3 Pages)
College Name:

MHCC

Reviewer Name:

Kendra Cawley, Ph,D

Professional
License or
Qualification, if
any:
Please evaluate the following specific elements
a) Concept and
overview

BAS Degree
Title:
Institutional
or
Professional
Affiliation:
Relationship
to Program,
if any:

Cybersecurity
Portland Community
College, Dean of
Academic Affairs Emerita
None

Is the overall concept of the degree program relevant and
appropriate to current employer demands as well as to accepted
academic standards? Will the program lead to job placement?
Comment

The degree is focused on analyst jobs for which there is high demand. The college provided evidence
of the abundance relevant job openings with very strong compensation profiles. Importantly, the college
provided a careful analysis of how the BAS would fill a gap in mid-level positions that require a
bachelor’s degree but would benefit (according to industry partners) from the more practical applied
skills that are different from what traditional university bachelor’s degrees (including those offered by
OIT and WOU) include in their curriculum. The Proposal includes compelling letters from industry
professionals supporting the need for the program.

b) Degree Learning
Outcomes

Do the degree learning outcomes demonstrate appropriate
baccalaureate degree rigor?
Comment

The program outcomes do appear to reflect this higher level (e.g., develop a
security operations center, design a cybersecurity defensive structure, diagnose a
cyber event using specific analytical and forensic approaches, provide leadership
and guidance). Rigor in the sense of material that is deeper and richer is apparent.
The college also plans assessment in a variety of modes. It would be good for the
college to define the level of mastery required for successful completion of the
program, e.g. do all outcomes need to be met, or some critical subset, and to what
level?

c) Curriculum
Alignment

Does the curriculum align with the program’s Statement of Needs
Document?
Comment
Yes. As noted above, the college has identified areas (skills,
knowledge, attributes) that will fill the gap described in the needs
assessment, and these are apparent in the courses to be added.
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M t . H o o d C o m m u n i t y C o l l e g e : Proposal for new AB Program
d) Academic
Relevance and
Rigor

Do the core and elective courses align with employer needs and
demands? Are the upper level courses, in particular, relevant to
industry? Do the upper level courses demonstrate standard
academic rigor for baccalaureate degrees?
Comment

The college has pursued and secured external accreditation (as a NSA/DHS Center for Academic Excellence) for its current AAS, and is
thus tied into national expectations for bachelor’s level program, and the Workforce Framework for Cybersecurity (NICE Framework).
The specific content included in upper division courses does appear to reflect the skills and knowledge and attributed needed for the
targeted positions.
It is difficult for this reviewer to assess the degree of rigor in the individual courses from the course descriptions provided, as the specific
content and outcomes, including expectations for degree of student mastery, were not presented in the proposal and may be still under
development. In this context however, it is worth noting that the language used in many of the course descriptions reflects that used in the
program outcomes, which, as noted above, suggest appropriate rigor. Further, faculty plan to modify the lower division (AAS) courses to
allow students to prepare a successful transition to the upper division curriculum, suggesting appropriate rigor at the baccalaureate level in
those courses.

e) General
Education
Requirements

Are the general educations requirements suitable for a baccalaureate
level program? Do the general education courses meet breadth and
depth requirements?
Comment

The number and specifications for General Education seems a little light to this reviewer. The proposal notes only six courses as “General Education”, however, one of these is a pre-college level course
MTH 58 or 65), one is English Comp (WR 121), and one is noted as “Elective in Major (Programming).” The other three are a 3-quarter credit Health/PE, a 3-quarter credit Human Relations Requirement
and Math. The only difference between the AAS and BAS curricula for Gen Ed is the inclusion of an additional 100-level Math course in the later. Taken together they do not seem to offer significant breadth or
depth, though I am not sure where these requirements reside.
The minimal amount of Gen Ed currently present is within the scope and structure of the prior (2010) NWCCU Standards for applied undergraduate programs, and likely consistent with other applied programs
at MHCC, and at many Oregon colleges (as the state of Oregon has not provided specific guidance on General Education beyond accreditation standards. Moreover, there is an ongoing debate among
educators in technical programs as to the relative value of traditional General Education course menus vs embedding non-technical core competencies in technical curriculum, especially when the technical
requirements of the program are substantial and leave little room for credits from other disciplines. The NWCCU 2020 standards allow for that in Standard 1.C.6, which requires programs to identify
institutional learning outcomes or core competencies, such as, “but not limited to effective communication, global awareness, cultural sensitivity, scientific and quantitative reasoning, critical analysis and
logical thinking, problem solving, and/or information literacy that are assessed across all associate and bachelor level programs.” This is not yet visible within the proposed program as presented.

f) Faculty

Do program faculty qualifications appear adequate to teach and
continuously improve the curriculum?
Comment

The current faculty have broad and extensive technical backgrounds and instructional
experience. As noted in the proposal, only one of the three has specific education in
cybersecurity, but all have obtained additional relevant industry certifications (e.g., CompTIA
Security+, EC-Council Certified Ethical Hacker, AccessData Certified Examiner (ACE), Palo
Alto Cybersecurity Academy (PACA) accreditation, FEMA Cyber Security). The lack of
specifically degreed faculty is neither surprising or concerning in this new and rapidly
growing field, but irect experience in industry is an identified program need. The college
plans to increase the teaching faculty by 2.5 FTE by the end of the second year of delivery.
Qualifications for these additional instructors focus on demonstrated success in working in
the cybersecurity industry as evidenced in a variety of identified ways. This emphasis on
industry experience will be important for students, even if those instructors are PT (since
high wages in a new and growing field may make finding FT staff challenging).

g) Resources

Does the college demonstrate adequate resources to sustain and
advance the program, including those necessary to support student
and library services as well as facilities?
Comment

The proposal budget document shows that after the first year, increases in enrollment and the tuition generated are more than adequate to
support the additional costs (almost entirely personnel) needed. This is important because in Oregon, BAS degrees must be self-funding,
without FTE reimbursement from the state. Because the courses are all or nearly all online, there are no additional equipment or facilities
needed, needs, and modest costs associated with marketing, materials and supplies, competitions that serve a key role in developing
students’ skills via practice, and indirect costs.
The proposal notes that “all BAS students will have access to all student services available at Mt. Hood Community College including
both academic and personal resources. Academic services include academic advising, library access, tutoring, and open computers labs.
Student services include confidential counseling, financial aid funding, transfer and career centers, and student planning.”
Program-specific advising will be provided by the program.
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M t . H o o d C o m m u n i t y C o l l e g e : Proposal for new AB Program
h) Membership and
Advisory
Committee

Has the program received assistance through input and feedback
from an appropriately convened Advisory Committee? Has the
program responded appropriately to its Advisory Committee’s
recommendations and/or concerns?
Comment

The program has and will continue to use the extant Cybersecurity Advisory
Committee (CSAC) for the BAS program. This committee, which includes five
members with significant professional experience, meets twice yearly, and has
provided several key contributions (e.g., organization of trainings based on
attack /Red Team) and defense /Blue team) that were outlined in the proposal
(Appendix C).

Please summarize your overall assessment of the program.
i) Overall
Comment
assessment and
Mt Hood Community College is in a strong position to offer this BAS degree. The needs are clear and compelling, the curriculum is well
recommendations thought out, supported by published industry norms and local advice, and the program appears to be well within the capacity of the college
to execute. There will be a need to ensure that teaching faculty have more industry experience than the current faculty, and that is clearly
planned. Designing institutional learning outcomes into the curriculum is much more easily and sensibly done during initial development,
so if MHCC has identified such, it would behoove the program to undertake this alignment at the course level, from the outset.
The program has several features that are focused on student success, from looking at revising some of the lower-division courses to
prepare students for upper-division coursework and ensuring that the students have access to the full range of student supports of the
college.
Not mentioned above but also of note is the evidence of collaboration with other colleges in Oregon to provide smooth transitions from
other programs into the MHCC BAS.
Overall it seems very likely that this program will be and a strong asset to Oregon’s educational portfolio, and a boon for students.

Reviewer Bio or Resume
Evaluator, please insert a short bio here or attach as separate document.
I am a scientist turned educator turned academic administrator, with strong interest and
experience in curriculum and assessment. In 1993 I was hired by Portland Community College
to develop, teach, and manage an AAS program in Biotechnology. In 2007 I was asked to serve
in an interim position as Dean of Instructional Support and remained in that position through
several changes of assignment and promotion to Dean of Academic Affairs. In this capacity I
supervised several support offices, including the Curriculum Office and coordinated program
review, assessment of student learning and instructor qualifications. I retired from PCC in July
2020.
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M t . H o o d C o m m u n i t y C o l l e g e : Proposal for new AB Program
WORKSHEET FOR EXTERNAL REVIEWERS (3 Pages)
College Name:
Reviewer Name:

Mt. Hood Community College

Charlie Kawasaki

Professional
Certified Information
License or
Systems Security
Qualification, if
Professional (CISSP)
any:
Please evaluate the following specific elements
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BAS Degree
Title:
Institutional
or
Professional
Affiliation:
Relationship
to Program,
if any:

BAS Cybersecurity
President/CEO Software
Diligence Services. TAO
Board Member
MHCC Cybersecurity
Advisory Board Member.
Financial Donor.

a) Concept and
overview

Is the overall concept of the degree program relevant and
appropriate to current employer demands as well as to accepted
academic standards? Will the program lead to job placement?
Comment
Absolutely. The BAS program will produce graduates that fill a dire
need in the industry that is not meet by AAS graduates and not met
by CS (with Cyber emphasis) graduates from other institutions.

b) Degree Learning
Outcomes

Do the degree learning outcomes demonstrate appropriate
baccalaureate degree rigor?
Comment
Yes. This program looks comprehesive and deep. It covers many
complex technical topics, managerial topics. It also provides learning
on critical processes and compliance.

c) Curriculum
Alignment

Does the curriculum align with the program’s Statement of Needs
Document?
Comment
Yes. See my comments in b) which also reflect this question. The
hands-on components of the program are required by employers
and will work well to create students well prepared for careers in
cybersecurity.

M t . H o o d C o m m u n i t y C o l l e g e : Proposal for new AB Program
d) Academic
Relevance and
Rigor

e) General
Education
Requirements

6

Do the core and elective courses align with employer needs and
demands? Are the upper level courses, in particular, relevant to
industry? Do the upper level courses demonstrate standard
academic rigor for baccalaureate degrees?
Comment
Yes. Candidates completing this degree will be very well prepared to
meet employer needs across a very large % of industry and public
sector. In particular, graduates will be immediately highly attractive
to small and medium sized organizations. They will also be highly
attractive as candidates to enter into mid-career positions, with a
high likelyhood of subsequent promotion to senior leader/executive
tracks.
Are the general educations requirements suitable for a baccalaureate
level program? Do the general education courses meet breadth and
depth requirements?
Comment
N/A. I'm not qualified to say, as I am not an expert in that field.
However, the business communications, writing, and project
management courses are key to effective employement
performance, and are "a must" for this program.

f) Faculty

Do program faculty qualifications appear adequate to teach and
continuously improve the curriculum?
Comment
Yes, to start. It will be difficult to hire/staff the new FTE in the plan,
based on how competitive the industry is, perhaps the AI/ML part of
the curriculum in particular. However, given the realistic estimates
for cohort size, this looks okay to me.

g) Resources

Does the college demonstrate adequate resources to sustain and
advance the program, including those necessary to support student
and library services as well as facilities?
Comment
N/A. I'm not qualified to say.

M t . H o o d C o m m u n i t y C o l l e g e : Proposal for new AB Program
h) Membership and
Advisory
Committee

Has the program received assistance through input and feedback
from an appropriately convened Advisory Committee? Has the
program responded appropriately to its Advisory Committee’s
recommendations and/or concerns?
Comment
Yes. The program has a strong advisory committee with
cybersecurity experts providing input, curriculum review, and other
assistance. I believe this program is strong, and reflects that input.

Please summarize your overall assessment of the program.
i) Overall
Comment
assessment and
recommendations This program is incredibly important, and will produce extremely
valuable graduates. My only hope is that it can scale up much faster
than planned, since it will only produce a tiny fraction of the
graduates needed to fill the need. The curriculum is compelling, and
if I were a student, I would personally enjoy enrolling myself!
Reviewer Bio or Resume
Evaluator, please insert a short bio here or attach as separate document.
See the attached CV.
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Charlie Kawasaki, CISSP
3637 SW 57 Ave, Portland, OR 97221
Email: ck@softwarediligence.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/charliekawasaki/
th

Introduction
Extensive experience in the AI/ML, cybersecurity, software, and networking industry, including:
• Business management and administration, board service and board management, fundraising and M&A.
• Product marketing materials development. Enterprise and government proposal writing, business case and
business plan development.
• Public relations, public speaking, and media. Extensive writing for industry publications.
• Technical sales and capture for programmatic, large account, OEM, integrator, government, and partner
opportunities.
• Product design, roadmap, management, and marketing.
• Technology/engineering/product development including co-development, offshore development, licensing, and
integration.
• Intellectual property management including NDAs, patent development and trademark management.

Employment History
January 2003 to Present – Software Diligence Services, LLC - Portland, OR. President/CEO
Providing innovation, go-to-market, capture and management services, on a consulting basis, through this LLC.
December 2021 to Present – The Provenance Chain Network. Lake Oswego, OR. Board of Advisors
Supply chain transparency enterprise software startup, powered by a permissioned distributed ledger. Applications
include National Security Space Launch and other space technology ecosystem opportunities. Conducting market
analysis, business development and program capture.
November 2021 to Present – The Bulls Run Group. Bethesda, MD. Principal Associate, Entrepreneur in
Residence
Human-machine systems development company, focused on AI/ML and cybersecurity for US DoD, Federal, and
enterprise markets. Conducting business development, program capture and select client engagements.
July 2021 to Present – 3GO Security, Inc.- San Francisco, CA. Board of Advisors
3GO Security provides a personalized security service designed to protect seniors from ID theft. Providing technical
and product subject matter expertise, and special projects.
July 2021 to Present – Oregon Venture Fund, Portland, OR. Venture Partner
Venture fund assisting Oregon and SW Washington startups with growth capital, advice, and assistance.
November 2019 to Present – DeepSurface Security, Portland OR. Advisor and Investor
DeepSurface is a risk-based predictive vulnerability management platform that contextualizes vulnerabilities and
chains of vulnerabilities within enterprise networks, predicting where an attacker could cause the most damage,
prioritizing risk mitigation measures.
November 2021 to Present – Pacific Star Communications, Inc. (dba PacStar) - Portland, OR
Technical Consultant
Identifying and developing new markets and products in AI/ML and cybersecurity. Conducting special projects.
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Charlie Kawasaki, CISSP
Email: ck@softwarediligence.com
December 2004 to November 2021 - Pacific Star Communications, Inc. (dba PacStar) - Portland, OR
CTO. Now a part of Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions.
PacStar designs and manufactures compact, secure, deployable communications, networking and computing
equipment for in-field use by military, civilian and first responders. PacStar develops an integrated network
management software solution that reduces the complexity of managing networks.
• Drove technical relationships with key military customers and programs.
• Drove technical relationships with large system integrators/prime defense contractors such as General
Dynamics, Northrop Grumman, SAIC, etc.
• Drove technology-based partnership efforts with network, communications, and equipment vendors such as
Cisco, Aruba, Palo Alto, Juniper, etc.
• Developed products meeting complex government requirements for security and interoperability. Managed DoD
certification efforts for FIPS 140, Common Criteria, and DoDIN APL/JITC.
• Subject matter expert on Commercial Solutions for Classified (CSfC). Conceptualized and evangelized CSfC
products offerings.
• Initial build and management of all aspects of engineering and product development.
• Created most marketing materials of all types. Extensive public speaking and PR activities. Produced 10 online
webinars with SIGNAL magazine, totaling over 1,200 live participants.
• Led patent and trademark efforts. Drafted and filed 10+ patent applications. Granted 8 United States patents
• Assisted in fund raising efforts, resulting in multiple rounds of venture investment, raising over $25 million.
• Sold to Curtiss-Wright in 2020 for $400 million, cash.
June 2014 to January 2020 – Galois, Inc. – Portland OR. Entrepreneur-in-Residence
Galois conducts computer software engineering research in high assurance, cryptography, AI/ML and cyber-physical
systems, using formal methods and functional programming techniques. Primary funders include DARPA, NSA, and
NASA. Responsibilities include:
• Product management and engineering supervision, including hands-on involvement in a network cyberdeception
technology. Managed pilot customer deployments in major enterprises and universities. Drafted two patent
applications.
• Identification and development of customer opportunities in high assurance, formally verified cryptographic tools
and technologies.
August 2011 to January 2014 - Bettery, Inc. - Portland, OR. CEO/Founder
Bettery was a startup that developed and operated a network of intelligent, software-driven battery recharging and
recycling kiosks.
• Landed retailer pilot engagements with Whole Foods Market and Safeway
• Developed and managed network operations and network security architecture.
• Granted US Patent #9,276,418 on mechanical aspects of the kiosk.
April 1998 to February 2003 - RuleSpace, Inc. - Portland, OR. President/CEO
RuleSpace was the leader in AI/ML (neural network-based) Web content classification technologies, powering the
parental controls functions of ISPs, portals, search engines and network access vendors.
• Served more than 1 billion hits per day in 12 countries and eight languages.
• Landed large customers and partners, including AOL, Yahoo, Intel, Inktomi, France Telecom, FAST, and Alexa
Internet.
• Filed 14 patent applications, with multiple granted. Authored US Patent #6,539,375 – use of neural networks for
profiling consumers.
• Raised $25 million in capital in three rounds and two bridge loans, from sources including Madrona Venture
Group, CoMotion Venture Capital, and AOL Ventures.
• Sold the company IP in August 2002 to Microsoft.
November 1996 to April 1998 - The Palace, Inc. - Beaverton, OR. VP, Product Development
The Palace was a joint venture between Intel Corporation and Time Warner, Inc., that created Internet-based social
media software.
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Charlie Kawasaki, CISSP
Email: ck@softwarediligence.com
January 1994 to November 1996 - Creative Multimedia, Inc. - Portland, OR. VP of Product Development
Creative Multimedia was a reference CD-ROM developer and publisher that created and distributed CD-ROMs for
consumers. CD-ROM titles included Sports Illustrated for Kids, LIFE Magazine, Consumer Reports, Fodor’s Travel,
the Smithsonian Museum, Blockbuster, and Billboard Magazine.
• Built and managed the creative, art, engineering, production, documentation, QA, and technical support
departments.
• Secured $4.75 million in venture capital led by Advent International. Sold to IHS group of Englewood, CO, in
1995.
August 1993 to January 1994 - Now Software, Inc. - Portland, OR. Director of Development
December 1990 to July 1993 - Central Point Software - Beaverton, OR. Director of Development
Central Point Software was developer and publisher of personal computer utility software, including backup, antivirus, and file management programs, called PC Tools.
• Led the design, technology licensing, development, engineering, human factors/usability testing, and delivery of
PC Tools for Windows 1.0.
• Acquired Eikon Systems, a 30-person software development company, in San Mateo, CA.
• Managed over 80 employees, including an off-site development team of 30 engineers and 3rd-party software
component suppliers.
• Secured two rounds of private financing - including VC firms Hummer Winblad and General Atlantic.
December 1985 to September 1990 - Asymetrix Corp. - Bellevue, WA. Project Lead and Development
Manager
Asymetrix (a Microsoft spin-off founded by Paul Allen) was the developer and publisher of multi-media, computerbased, training software called ToolBook.
August 1982 to November 1995 - Microrim, Inc. - Bellevue, WA. Project Lead and Senior Software Engineer
Founding employee of Microrim, Inc., maker of R:Base, the first relational database for PCs. Responsible for the
initial development of the PC version of this product.
June 1980 to August 1982 - University of Washington - Seattle, WA. Software Engineer
Mainframe programming at the University’s Academic Computer Center.

Other Background Information
Select Industry Leadership
• Board Member, Technology Association of Oregon, Feb 2016 – Present.
• Board Member, Cybersecurity Advisory Board, Mt. Hood Community College, Jan 2020 – Present.
• Executive Committee, Industry Advisory Board, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department,
Oregon State University, Nov 2018 – Present.
• Vice-Chair, Oregon Cybersecurity Advisory Council, State of Oregon, Jan 2018 – Present.
• Co-Founder and Manager, NW Cyber Camp for High School Students, Dec 2015 – Dec 2019
• Board member and executive committee, Software Association of Oregon (SAO), 1995-2004.
Select Industry Recognition
• Technology Association of Oregon, Tech Champion, 2021
• Industry Collaborator of the Year, Oregon State University, EECS Department, 2019
• PC Magazine Internet Software and Services Award for Technical Excellence, 2001.
• Oregon Business Magazine “40 under 40” award, 1998 and 2003.
• “Top 100” multimedia producer 1995, by Multimedia Producer Magazine.
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Inventor on Issued Patents
• USPTO #10,469,286 – Unified encryption configuration management and setup system
• USPTO #9,276,418 – Battery exchange, recharge and recycle apparatus, system, and method.
• USPTO #8,654,749 – Mobile communications system, such as a deployable self-contained portable system.
• USPTO #7,535,861 – Self-contained portable broadband communications system.
• USPTO #6,539,375 – Method and system for generating and use a computer user’s personal interest profile.
Academic History
• CISSP training and certification, 2016.
• Dale Carnegie course on public speaking and effective human relations, 1989.
• Stanford Advanced Management College, (summer program) 1988.
• Stanford Computer Science Program, (summer program) 1987.
• University of Washington (two years) and Antioch College (various coursework).
Current DoD Secret Clearance – Held by PacStar since 2006
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Appendix
The following is a selection of recent media activity. This represents a subset of externally facing and press activities.
I have engaged in these types of activities since the late 1980s.

Recent Contributed Articles and Press Quotations
“PBJ Interview: Charlie Kawasaki on mentoring and lucky breaks.” Portland Business Journal, 12 November 2021,
https://www.bizjournals.com/portland/inno/stories/profiles/2021/11/12/pbj-interview-charlie-kawasaki.html
“Army Simplifies and Unifies the Tactical Network.” SIGNAL Magazine (AFCEA), August 2021,
https://www.afcea.org/content/army-simplifies-and-unifies-tactical-network.
“Enterprise cyberdefenses needed to defend networks.” Military Embedded Systems, July/August 2021,
https://issuu.com/opensystemsmedia/docs/mes_julyaug21_emag_final/28?.
“Commercial Based, Two-Layer Encryption Improves Battlefield Mobility.” Milsat Magazine, July 2021,
http://www.milsatmagazine.com/story.php?number=300307139.
“Designing Rugged SWaP-Optimized MOSA Solutions for UUVs.” Aerospace & Defense Technology, May 2021,
https://www.aerodefensetech.com/component/content/article/adt/features/articles/39034
“Processing Pattern of Life Data at the Tactical Edge.” Military Technology, May 2021,
https://monch.com/ebooks/military-technology/2021/MilTech_2021-05/62/.
“Enhancing Squad Communications.” European Security Defence Magazine, April 2021,
https://euro-sd.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/ESD_4_2021_WEB.pdf
“A Networked Battlefield — ISR Challenges and Solutions.” Military Technology, March 2021,
https://monch.com/ebooks/military-technology/2021/03uhb5fvse/.
“Taking The Tactical Cloud With You…High Speed, Secure Networking At The Edge Of The Battlefield.”
MilsatMagazine, March 2021, http://www.milsatmagazine.com/story.php?number=1416892665.
Interview by Julian Nettlefold. “Networking the Battlespace.” Battlespace Publications, 4 February, 2021,
https://battle-updates.com/networking-the-battlespace-by-julian-nettlefold/.
Quoted in “Connecting the Dots.” Defence Weekly, 3 February, 2021, https://pacstar.com/mp-files/janes-article.pdf/.
Quoted in “The latest trends in rugged computing.” Military & Aerospace Electronics, 28 January, 2021,
https://www.militaryaerospace.com/computers/article/14196348/military-aerospace-rugged-computing-trends.
“Managing Network Communications @ the Edge of the Battlefield: The Single Pane of Glass Approach.”
MilsatMagazine, 25 January, 2021, http://www.milsatmagazine.com/story.php?number=958122497.
Quoted in “The essentials of trusted computing and cyber security.” Military & Aerospace Electronics, 6 January,
2021, https://www.militaryaerospace.com/trusted-computing/article/14189846/military-trusted-computingcyber-security.
“Communication Skills.” Army AL&T Magazine, Fall 2020.
https://asc.army.mil/armyalt/Fall2020/html/index.html?page=156&origin=reader.
Quoted in “PacStar Launches Modular Radio Center to Enhance DoD Communications Interoperability.” COTS
Journal, 29 June, 2020. https://www.cotsjournalonline.com/index.php/2020/06/29/pacstar-launches-modularradio-center-to-enhance-dod-communications-interoperability/.
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Quoted in “PacStar Unveils Integrated Comms Platform for Defense Customers.” ExecutiveBiz, 10 June, 2020.
https://blog.executivebiz.com/2020/06/pacstar-unveils-integrated-comms-platform-for-defense-customers/.
“The Case for Using Commercial Tools to Allow Classified Telework.” Nextgov, 5 June, 2020.
https://www.nextgov.com/ideas/2020/06/case-using-commercial-tools-allow-classified-telework/165921/.
“Innovation could solve the military’s radio interoperability challenge.” C4ISRNet, 27 May, 2020.
https://www.c4isrnet.com/opinion/2020/05/27/innovation-could-solve-the-militarys-radio-interoperabilitychallenge/.
Quoted in “PacStar's evolution continues on the tactical edge.” Washington Technology, 14 February, 2020.
https://washingtontechnology.com/articles/2020/02/14/inside-pacstar-strategy.aspx.
“6 ways AI can make sense of sensor data in 2020.” C4ISRNet, 14 February, 2020.
https://www.c4isrnet.com/thought-leadership/2020/02/14/6-ways-ai-can-make-sense-of-sensor-data-in-2020/.
Quoted in “Comms On-the-Move: Industry Improves Satellite Communication Technologies.” National Defense, 7
February, 2020. https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2020/2/7/comms-on-the-move-industryimproves-satellite-communication-technologies.
Quoted in “PacStar Introduces Tactical Edge, High-Performance Compute Platform for AI and Video.” AITHORITY, 6
November, 2019. https://aithority.com/vision/video-understanding/pacstar-introduces-tactical-edge-high-.
performance-compute-platform-for-ai-and-video/.
Quoted in “PacStar? Introduces Tactical Edge, High-Performance Compute Platform for AI and Video.” Military
Embedded Systems, 5 November, 2019. https://militaryembedded.com/comms/communications/pacstar-.
introduces-tactical-edge-high-performance-compute-platform-for-ai-and-video.
“The Tactical Edge: How COTS can accelerate development.” MilsatMagazine, November, 2019.
http://www.milsatmagazine.com/story.php?number=793839870.
“Managing next-generation open standard vehicle electronics architectures.” Military Embedded Systems, 16
September, 2019. https://militaryembedded.com/radar-ew/rugged-computing/managing-next-generation-.
open-standard-vehicle-electronics-architectures.
Quoted in “Tigard company lands military contracts worth up to $300 million.” KGW, 11 June, 2019.
https://www.kgw.com/article/money/business/tigard-company-lands-military-contracts-worth-up-to-300-million/
283-f6a5e156-546e-4483-aca0-29e5b76fb71d.
Quoted in “Army cannot rely on the cloud at the end of the spectrum.” C4ISRNet, 6 June, 2019.
https://www.c4isrnet.com/battlefield-tech/it-networks/2019/06/06/army-cannot-rely-on-the-cloud-at-the-end-of-.
the-spectrum/.
Quoted in “PacStar tactical comms solution enables warfighters to securely transmit sensitive data using Wi-Fi and
LTE-enabled devices.” Rugged PC Review, 20 March, 2019.
https://ruggedpcreview.com/3_news_2019_03_20_pacstar.html.
Quoted in “PacStar Unveils SWCP CUI Mobile Tactical Comms Suite.” ExecutiveBiz, 20 March, 2019.
https://blog.executivebiz.com/2019/03/pacstar-unveils-swcp-cui-mobile-tactical-comms-suite-charlie-.
kawasaki-quoted/.
“Four future trends In tactical network modernization.” U.S. Army, 14 January, 2019.
https://www.army.mil/article/216031/four_future_trends_in_tactical_network_modernization.
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“Wi-Fi and LTE poised to transform tactical networking.” C4ISRNet, 13 March, 2019.
https://www.c4isrnet.com/opinion/2019/03/13/wi-fi-and-lte-poised-to-transform-tactical-networking/.
“Four future trends In tactical network modernization.” Dvids, 11 January, 2019.
https://www.dvidshub.net/news/306811/four-future-trends-tactical-network-modernization.
“Three Defense Department Tactical Comms Challenges for 2019.” National Defense, 3 January, 2019.
https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2019/1/3/viewpoint-three-defense-department-tactical-.
comms-challenges-for-2019.
“Industry Viewpoint: Five Essential Networking-On-The-Move Capabilities.” National Defense, 22 October, 2018.
https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2018/10/22/industry-viewpoint-five-essential-networking-.
on-the-move-capabilities.
“The New Warfighting Domain—A solution to tackle cybersecurity in tactical communications.” MilsatMagazine, May,
2018. http://www.milsatmagazine.com/story.php?number=1481218620.
“4 ways to deliver tactical cyber to the battlefield.” Fifth Domain, 3 April, 2018.
https://www.fifthdomain.com/opinion/2018/04/03/4-ways-to-deliver-tactical-cyber-to-the-battlefield/.
Quoted in “PacStar system brings secure communications to the front.” Defense Systems, 7 February, 2018.
https://defensesystems.com/articles/2018/02/07/secure-military-communications.aspx.
Quoted in “Secure communications on the front lines.” GCN, 7 February, 2018.
https://gcn.com/articles/2018/02/07/secure-military-communications.aspx.
“A PacStar/PKI Perspective—Best Public Key Infrastructure practices for tactical networks.” MilsatMagazine,
February, 2018. http://www.milsatmagazine.com/story.php?number=776941309.
Quoted in “Better wireless connectivity may be coming to a base near you.” Federal News Network, 29 November,
2017. https://federalnewsnetwork.com/defense/2017/11/better-wireless-connectivity-may-be-coming-to-a-.
base-near-you/.
“Rugged networking on the move: Best practices for design and test for constrained-space applications.” Military
Embedded Systems, 29 November, 2017. https://militaryembedded.com/comms/communications/rugged-.
networking-on-the-move-best-practices-for-design-and-test-for-constrained-space-applications.
Quoted in “Secure Wi-Fi Enters the Battlefield.” SIGNAL, 20 October, 2017.
https://www.afcea.org/content/secure-wi-fi-enters-battlefield.
Quoted in “Army eyes industry for Wi-Fi solutions.” C4ISRNet, 14 August, 2017.
https://www.c4isrnet.com/it-networks/2017/08/14/army-eyes-industry-for-wi-fi-solutions/.
Quoted in “DoD makes it easier to access classified info remotely.” Federal News Network, 15 June, 2017.
https://federalnewsnetwork.com/defense/2017/06/dod-makes-it-easier-to-access-classified-info-remotely/.
Quoted in “Army integrates new WIN-T software interface.” Defence Systems, 2 February, 2017.
https://defensesystems.com/articles/2017/02/02/wint.aspx.
“Secure Wireless Warfighter Comms Available When Troops Need Them Most.” SIGNAL, 30 January, 2017.
https://www.afcea.org/content/?q=Blog-secure-wireless-warfighter-comms-available-when-troops-need-.
them-most.
Quoted in “NSA "U.S. Army's Deployed WIN-T Program Software Reduces System Management Complexity.”
SIGNAL, 18 January, 2017. https://www.afcea.org/content/?q=Article-us-armys-deployed-win-t-program-.
software-reduces-system-management-complexity.
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Quoted in “NSA "Commercial Solutions For Classified" — Addressing Key US Army In-Theater Comms Challenges.”
MilsatMagazine, November, 2016. http://milsatmagazine.com/story.php?number=1312544059#.
Quoted in “COTS makes its case for wider military adoption.” Military Embedded Systems, 29 September, 2016.
https://militaryembedded.com/comms/communications/cots-makes-its-case-for-wider-military-adoption.
Quoted in “Data in demand: answering the call for communications.” Military & Aerospace Electronics, 14
September, 2016. https://www.militaryaerospace.com/communications/article/16708921/data-in-demandanswering-the-call-for-communications.
“Rugged networking on the move: Best practices for design and test for constrained-space applications.” PC/104 and
Small Form Factors, http://smallformfactors.mil-embedded.com/articles/rugged-best-practices-design-test-.
constrained-space-applications/.

Webinars/Videos/Media
“Oregon Cybersecurity Advisory Council, Workforce Development / EDU Update” Oregon Legislature, streamed live
on 16 November, 2021,
https://olis.oregonlegislature.gov/liz/mediaplayer?clientID=4879615486&eventID=2021111025&startStreamAt
=2821.
“2021 TAO Annual Cybersecurity Summit.” YouTube, uploaded by Tech Oregon, streamed live on 5 November,
2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJVL6AkUUHs&t=10248s.
“2021 Oregon Technology Awards.” YouTube, uploaded by Tech Oregon, streamed live on 17 September, 2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MnRSKmRTrQ&t=3017s.
“Intelligent Sensor Data Analytics at the Tactical Edge.” PacStar. 15 September, 2021,
https://pacstar.com/intelligent-sensor-data-analytics-at-the-tactical-edge/.
“Achieving Future-Proof Tactical and Expeditionary Radio and Voice Interoperability.” PacStar. 17 June, 2021,
https://pacstar.com/signal-roip/.
“How to Maximize Mobility at the Network Edge with Secure Wireless.” PacStar. 17 June, 2021,
https://pacstar.com/webinar-maximize-mobility-edge/.
“Raising the Bar on Device Management for Classified Mobility.” PacStar. 21 April, 2021,
https://pacstar.com/webinar-device-management-classified/.
“High Speed Secure Networking at the Edge.” PacStar. 17 March, 2021,
https://pacstar.com/webinar-high-speed-networking-edge/.
“Spotlight on IDEX/NAVDEX, plus battlefield comms.” The Weekly Defence Podcast. 26 February, 2021,
https://www.shephardmedia.com/news/defence-notes/podcastspotlight-idexnavdex-plus-battlefield-comms/.
“Intelligence at the Tactical Edge.” PacStar. 21 January, 2021, https://pacstar.com/webinar-intelligence-tactical-edge/.
“Deploy Your Future Tactical Network Now.” PacStar. 23 September, 2020,
https://pacstar.com/tactical-future-network/.
“Securing Wi-Fi to Enable Classified Tactical Mobility.” PacStar. 12 August, 2020,
https://pacstar.com/signal-classified-tactical-mobility/.
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“Leveraging Thin Clients and CSfC to Improve Remote & Tactical Communications.” PacStar. 20 May, 2020,
https://pacstar.com/signal-vdi/.
Featured in “Struggle and Success.” Those Who Serve. NBC, KGW, Portland, 11 July, 2019.
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/those-who-serve/283-8e3f967a-d96c-4169-a0ef-28902b28fa04.
“Get ready to ditch miles of cables ― this will give Marines a secure LTE network in the field.” MarineCorps
Times, 26 September, 2018. https://www.marinecorpstimes.com/news/your-marine-corps/2018/09/26/getready-to-ditch-miles-of-cables-this-will-give-marines-a-secure-lte-network-in-the-field/.

Public Speaking
“Zero Trust – There I Said It – Now What?” Oregon Cyber Resilience Summit 2021. 14 October 2021. Session
Moderator.
“Enabling Warfighter Mobility with CSfC.” Curtiss-Wright COTS Cybersecurity Workshop. 26 and 27 May, 2021.
Speaking Engagement
“State-of-the-Art in Tactical CSfC Technologies.” CSfC Conference, 30 September 2020. Speaking Engagement.
“S&T Thought Leaders Event: CSfC with Mobile Devices for SOF operations.” SOFWERX Innovation Foundry, 12
March, 2020. Speaking Engagement.
“Mobility with CSfC.” Joint Networks Summit, 29 January, 2020. Speaking Engagement.
“Tactical CSfC.” Mercury Systems CSfC Conference, 10 October, 2019. Speaking Engagement.
“GPU at the Network Edge.” NVIDIA GTC Conference, 6 October, 2019. Speaking Engagement.
“NetOPS for Tactical Networks.” Military Tactical Communications Summit, 10 September, 2019. Speaking
Engagement.
“Keynote Panel: Battlefield Networks.” C4ISRNet - 18th Annual Conference, 6 June, 2019. Speaking Engagement.
“PacStar Capabilities.” Cisco JMR, 8 May, 2019. Speaking Engagement.
“Introduction to CSfC.” Introduction to CSfC, 4 April, 2019. Speaking Engagement.
“PacStar Capability Briefing.” US Army Network CFT, 24 January, 2019. Speaking Engagement.
“Secure Wireless - CSfC.” Joint Tactical Network Summit, 17 January, 2019. Speaking Engagement.
“Secure Wireless for Autonomous/Robotic Systems.” AUSA - NDIA - Army Autonomy and AI Conference, 11
November, 2018. Speaking Engagement.
“CSfC SWCP for Ground Vehicles.” Ground Vehicle Systems Engineering Symposium, 9 August, 2018. Speaking
Engagement.
“PacStar Capabilities for First Responders.” Oregon Office of Emergency Management - Emergency Preparedness
Conference, 5 April, 2018. Speaking Engagement.
“Introduction to CSfC.” US Coast Guard, 16 February, 2018. Speaking Engagement.
“Overview of PacStar 400-Series Capabilities and IQ-Core Software.” US SOCOM - TILO, 6 December, 2017.
Speaking Engagement.
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“PacStar Capabilities for Mobile Communications / Ground Vehicles.” Future Ground Combat Vehicles - Conference,
1 December, 2017. Speaking Engagement.
“Future of Secure Network Mobility.” Signal Magazine Webinar, 17 October, 2017. Speaking Engagement.
“IQ-Core Software and Secure Wireless for DoD Energy Systems.” US DoD / US DoE - ESTCP Program, 9
September, 2017. Speaking Engagement.
“Overview of PacStar 400-Series Capabilities.” US Army TRADOC - Capabilities Assessment, 14 August, 2017.
Speaking Engagement.
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BAS Degree
Title:
Institutional
or
Professional
Affiliation:
Relationship
to Program,
if any:

Cybersecurity
Western Oregon University,
Associate Professor,
Computer Science Division

None

a) Concept and
overview

Is the overall concept of the degree program relevant and
appropriate to current employer demands as well as to accepted
academic standards? Will the program lead to job placement?
Comment
The overall concept of the program is relevant to meeting workforce
needs in the Portland Metro region, and the program as designed is
well aligned with current national standards for Cybersecurity
programs. Graduates from the program should have ample
opportunities for well paying job placements both regionally and
nationally.

b) Degree Learning
Outcomes

Do the degree learning outcomes demonstrate appropriate
baccalaureate degree rigor?
Comment
The program outcomes are consistent with national standards for
baccalaureate degrees in Cybersecurity including alignment with the
NICE framework and CAE accreditation standards.

c) Curriculum
Alignment

Does the curriculum align with the program’s Statement of Needs
Document?
Comment
Yes, the program is structured to align with the existing NICE
framework and meets national standards for content breadth and
depth.

M t . H o o d C o m m u n i t y C o l l e g e : Proposal for new AB Program
d) Academic
Relevance and
Rigor

Do the core and elective courses align with employer needs and
demands? Are the upper level courses, in particular, relevant to
industry? Do the upper level courses demonstrate standard
academic rigor for baccalaureate degrees?
Comment
Program content is properly aligned with both recognized academic
standards and with industry needs. The testimony of the advisory
board members supports this assessment with respect to workforce
needs at the local level.
As the upper division courses are yet to be delivered, no actual
assessment of their rigor is possible. But the selection of topics and
overall structure of the curriculum is appropriate.

e) General
Education
Requirements

Are the general educations requirements suitable for a baccalaureate
level program? Do the general education courses meet breadth and
depth requirements?
Comment
The breadth and depth of the general education courses are minimal with respect to meeting typical
baccalaureate program outcomes. Typical programs include two lower level writing courses. In
technical fields WR 121 and WR 227 would be expected. With respect to mathematics courses,
MTH 111 is acceptable but MTH 243 may well be more applicable to typical career pathways.
I would expect that a number of the proposed upper division courses will contain substantial general
education content pertinent to communication, problem solving, and leadership outcomes. Program
faculty should be encouraged to document and develop this content so as to be able to map out
general education attainment in future program reviews.

19

f) Faculty

Do program faculty qualifications appear adequate to teach and
continuously improve the curriculum?
Comment
Existing program faculty appear to be qualified to develop and initiate
the program. Additional qualified faculty will be needed, but this is
provided for in the development plan.

g) Resources

Does the college demonstrate adequate resources to sustain and
advance the program, including those necessary to support student
and library services as well as facilities?
Comment
The college's current support of the AAS program suggests that
student and faculty needs for technology and services are
recognized and met. Future support for BAS students appears to be
appropriately planned out.

M t . H o o d C o m m u n i t y C o l l e g e : Proposal for new AB Program
h) Membership and
Advisory
Committee

Has the program received assistance through input and feedback
from an appropriately convened Advisory Committee? Has the
program responded appropriately to its Advisory Committee’s
recommendations and/or concerns?
Comment
The program has been appropriately reviewed by its advisory
committee and received endorsement from a variety of
knowledgeable industry practitioners.

Please summarize your overall assessment of the program.
i) Overall
assessment and
Comment
recommendations The proposed program is designed to meet current national standards for

baccalaureate programs in Cybersecurity and appears well aligned with local
industry needs. General education course requirements are minimal but general
education outcomes can be supported by upper division program specif
coursework. This is an area that should get faculty attention to document actual
outcomes as students move through the program. I expect this program to
generate healthy enrollment and for its graduates to be in high demand.

Reviewer Bio or Resume
Evaluator, please insert a short bio here or attach as separate document.
Dr. Shannon is an Associate Professor in the Computer Science Division and Coordinator of the
Information Systems Program at Western Oregon University (WOU). He serves as a university
faculty representative on the Oregon Transfer Council as well as the Oregon Transfer and
Articulation Committee (OTAC). He was also active on the HECC workgroup that originated the
Oregon Transfer Compass framework for HB 2998. Before joining the Computer Science
Division at WOU, he held a tenured appointment in the WOU Theatre program and an adjunct
appointment in the Systems Science Program at Portland State University. He earned his Ph.D.
in Systems Science from Portland State University in 2007 with a dissertation on process
monitoring and diagnosis in semiconductor manufacturing. He is the author of several dozen
technical papers in the fields of machine learning, biomedical signal processing and data
science.
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BAS Degree
Title:
Institutional
n/a
or
Professional
Affiliation:
Relationship
n/a
to Program,
if any:

Cybersecurity

a) Concept and
overview

Is the overall concept of the degree program relevant and
appropriate to current employer demands as well as to accepted
academic standards? Will the program lead to job placement?
Comment
The Statement of Need makes a compelling case for employment
demand, both through sector-wide trend data and through specifics on
baccalaureate demand. Especially commendable is the focus on
mid-level analyst positions and mid-size employers as priority areas
under-addressed in existing BS options regionally. It's abundantly
clear that the degree will lead to well-paying, high-opportunity jobs.

b) Degree Learning
Outcomes

Do the degree learning outcomes demonstrate appropriate
baccalaureate degree rigor?
Comment
The proposal convincingly frames the upper-division work as
extending beyond the AAS's network-maintenance focus to build skills
in protection and defense. To support that claim, the narrative
references NICE/NIST standards and a review of comparable
programs, clearly enumerating traits that distinguish the program's
baccalaureate-level from associate-level outcomes. Appropriate to
upper-division study, the BAS outcomes are both more advanced and
more specialized than the lower-division foundation.

c) Curriculum
Alignment

Does the curriculum align with the program’s Statement of Needs
Document?
Comment
The the statement of need is explicit in identifying practical
cybersecurity skills -- building secure systems, keeping them up to
date, and defending them when necessary -- as a critical need area
in mid-size business environments. The degree outcomes and
course descriptions align seamlessly with that clearly defined goal.

M t . H o o d C o m m u n i t y C o l l e g e : Proposal for new AB Program
d) Academic
Relevance and
Rigor

Do the core and elective courses align with employer needs and
demands? Are the upper level courses, in particular, relevant to
industry? Do the upper level courses demonstrate standard
academic rigor for baccalaureate degrees?
Comment
The core and elective courses align with the degree outcomes, with two
notations. To the lay reader, (1) it's not immediately apparent which
courses support Security Operations Center (SOC) outcome and (2) the
repeated references to competitions/teams in course titles and descriptions
may subtly weaken the impression of traditional academic rigor and
predictability of learning experiences. Perhaps these courses could be
re-framed with a stronger focus on their learning outcomes, however they're
delivered -- whether lab/simulation settings, internships, or competitions.

e) General
Education
Requirements

Are the general educations requirements suitable for a baccalaureate
level program? Do the general education courses meet breadth and
depth requirements?
Comment
Admittedly, it's not easy to define a "right" amount, role, or character of
gen-ed in applied baccalaureates. But the proposal might benefit from a
stronger gen-ed rationale, perhaps reflecting MHCC Core Outcomes or
General Education Philosophy. Some initial avenues might include
re-framing CS 161 around scientific analysis, using liberal arts courses as
electives, or narrowing elective choices to ensure coverage of topics like
diversity/global awareness Below-100 courses in the AAS could be deleted.

f) Faculty

Do program faculty qualifications appear adequate to teach and
continuously improve the curriculum?
Comment
A strong core faculty is in place to build the BAS program, with solid
post-graduate credentials and impressive experience as teachers
and practitioners. The biographical emphasis on collaboration skills
speaks well for the BAS's ability to launch successfully and improve
continuously. For the proposed hires, it might be useful to distinguish
minimum requirements (degrees, teaching or CISO experience) from
desired specialty areas. Given the industry's competitiveness,
recruitment strategies seem worth considering early on, particularly
with an eye to diversity.

g) Resources

Does the college demonstrate adequate resources to sustain and
advance the program, including those necessary to support student
and library services as well as facilities?
Comment
The initial budgets seem reasonable for the lean start-up period. But, farther
out, the large cohort sizes might warrant a more nuanced sustainability plan.
Rather than accumulating lump-sum indirect and surplus balances, line-items
might address foreseeable impacts on staff support, student services, and
network/lab facilities in years 3-5. The proposal doesn't speak to consultation
with library staff about needs/costs for baccalaureate-level resources.
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M t . H o o d C o m m u n i t y C o l l e g e : Proposal for new AB Program
h) Membership and
Advisory
Committee

Has the program received assistance through input and feedback
from an appropriately convened Advisory Committee? Has the
program responded appropriately to its Advisory Committee’s
recommendations and/or concerns?
Comment
The Advisory Committee is clearly an important asset to the
program. The members are exceptionally well qualified and, from
the record, appear to have been involved regularly in the BAS's
development. The proposal does not, however, provide examples of
specific Committee suggestions and program responses to them.

Please summarize your overall assessment of the program.
i) Overall
assessment and
Comment
recommendations The proposal offers strong evidence of BAS job demand and of
MHCC's ability to deliver the advanced technical skills to address that
need. As noted above, the current draft narrative leaves room to
clarify some nuances. But that doesn't alter the proposal's fundamental
strengths: an industry-relevant upper-division core built on a strong
associate-level foundation by highly qualified, committed faculty .
Reviewer Bio or Resume
Evaluator, please insert a short bio here or attach as separate document.
Jeff Wagnitz retired in 2019 after serving nearly 40 years as an educator and senior leader in
Washington’s community colleges. Between 2000 and 2019, he held progressive appointments
as an academic dean, academic vice president, and interim president at Highline College. Under
his leadership, Highline successfully launched five Bachelor in Applied Science (BAS) degrees,
including a BAS in Cybersecurity and Forensics. Dr. Wagnitz continues to serve regularly as an
evaluator, evaluation team leader, and trainer for the Northwest Commission on Colleges and
Universities (NWCCU). He was twice elected president of Washington's Instruction Commission
and for many years represented his fellow chief academic officers on the state's Joint Transfer
Council. He earned his doctorate in educational leadership from University of Washington
Tacoma.
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Bachelor of Applied Science Proposal Rubric
OAICU Member Institution Name: Aggregate BAS Proposal Feedback
OAICU Member Representative Name & Title: Provided by Brent Wilder to MHCC
BAS Program Field of Study: Cybersecurity
Community College Name: Mount Hood Community College
Criterion

Inadequate (0)

Adequate (1)

Good (2)

Excellent (3)

Score

Relates to institution
mission and goals and
Oregon’s educational goals

Poor quality of connection to
mission and goals of the
institution and Oregon.

Basic mission alignment that
provides limited information
or does not provide enough
detailed information.

Provided the information
required to tie the program to
the mission of the institution
and Oregon.

Comprehensive connection
between proposed program
and institution mission and
Oregon’s educational goals.

2.5

Serving Oregon’s
education diversity and
equity goals

No clear relationship between Connection to Oregon’s DEI
BAS program and Oregon’s
goals are included but
DEI goals.
unclear or not achievable
without additional support.

BAS program is explicitly
designed to meet Oregon’s
DEI goals but lacks clarity on
tactics to achieve institutional
and state DEI goals.

BAS program is explicitly
designed to meet Oregon’s
DEI goals and outlines clear
programmatic tactics to help
reach institutional and state
DEI goals.

3

Maximizes use of state
resources and achievement
of state educational goals,
while avoiding
unnecessary duplication

No formal plan to maximize
resources already available
and/or avoid duplication of
work.

BAS plan identifies basic use
of state resources and avoids
some duplication.

BAS plan clearly identifies
specific resources available
and addresses how to avoid
duplication of work.

BAS plan has a fully
2
articulated and sustainable
plan that describes how to
harness available resources
and avoid duplication of work.

Collaboration with other
colleges and universities

Does not identify
collaboration with other
colleges and universities.

Has identified potential
partnership opportunities with
other colleges and
universities but lacks detail
and structure.

Demonstrates ability and
commitment to work actively
with other colleges and
universities.

Demonstrates ability and
1.5
commitment to collaboratively
work across and within other
colleges and universities.
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Collaboration with industry
and/or community
organizations

Provides little to no detail on
community and industry
collaboration efforts.

Outlines the ability to partner
with industry and community
organizations but lacks detail
and structure.

Effectively communicates
partnership opportunities with
community organizations and
industry and includes detailed
tactics to form these
partnerships.

Effectively demonstrates
ability and commitment to
collectively work across and
within community
organizations and industry,
outlining detailed tactics to
form and maintain these
partnerships.

2.5

Minimizing costs to
students and maximizing
effective use of state
resources

Minimizing costs to students
is mentioned without
clarification or description.

Minimizing costs to students
is considered but description
to do so is ambiguous.

Minimizing costs to students
is considered critically and
some related outcomes are
identified clearly.

Minimizing costs to students
is considered critically and
described comprehensively,
delivering all relevant
information necessary for full
understanding.

2

Prepare students to enter
and succeed in postgraduation employment

Preparing students to enter
and succeed in postgraduation employment is
stated without clarification or
description.

Preparing students to enter
and succeed in postgraduation employment is
stated but description is
undefined or ambiguous.

Preparing students to enter
and succeed in postgraduation employment is
clearly described so that
understanding is not impeded
by omission.

Preparing students to enter
and succeed in postgraduation employment is
described clearly and
comprehensively, delivering
all relevant information
necessary for full
understanding.

2

Substantive demand for
graduates in this program
area

There is no demand for
graduates in this program
area.

There is little demand for
graduates in this program
area.

There is some demand for
graduates in this program
area.

There is substantive demand
for graduates in this program
area.
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Demand from students for
this program

There is no demand from
students for this program
area.

There is little demand from
students for this program
area.

There is some demand from
students for this program
area.

There is substantive demand
from students in this program
area.

2.5
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Build on academic,
professional, or technical
degree programs already
offered

This BAS program does not
build on academic/
professional/technical degree
programs already offered.

This BAS program builds on
some existing
academic/professional/techni
cal degree programs but
lacks detail and clarity.

This BAS program builds on
existing
academic/professional/techni
cal degree programs and is
clearly described and
includes detailed tactics on
degree pathways.

This BAS program clearly
and substantively builds on
academic/professional/techni
cal degree programs already
offered providing
comprehensive connections
between the proposal and
existing programs and
detailed tactics on degree
pathways.
Total out of 30:

3
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How might this existing program need to be revised to better integrate with an applied baccalaureate program?

- The existing program seems to be robust and innovative. It is unclear from this document how the new BAS curriculum will complement the existing. For
example, after year two and the internships, what will students be doing/learning that will further enhance?
Additional considerations and comments on the BAS program application:

- Very focused, specific, and thorough. One “need” question might be: what are the actual degree qualifications that hired entry level workers are bringing to
the sector/level targeted? It is a premise rather than a demonstrated fact that CS degree holders are not seeking and recognized as meeting needed
training.
This is the first time OAICU has implemented this rubric to evaluate BAS program applications. Please provide any feedback to improve this rubric for future
instances:

N/A
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HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING COMMISSION
August 12, 2021
Docket Item #X.X

Docket Item:
Community College Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS) first-step submission proposal: Mt. Hood Community
College, has submitted the Statement of Need for Cybersecurity which is the first-step of the Applied
Baccalaureate approval process.
Summary:
Mt. Hood Community College proposes a new Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS) in Cybersecurity. Higher
Education Coordinating Commission (HECC) staff completed a preliminary review of the proposed statement of
need. After analysis, HECC staff recommends this program move forward in the approval process.
Overview of Submission Process:
The proposal process has been created as a two-step submission process, with a minimum ninety-day period
between the first submitted document (the “Statement of Need”) and the final document (the “Program
Proposal”). This period allows parties across the region and state to learn of the program under consideration and
explore collaborative opportunities. The waiting period is intended particularly to enable Oregon’s higher
education institutions and community partners to consider ways to improve access to all students – particularly
with a lens on improving attention to equity. Finally, it offers colleges time to discuss and resolve any concerns
across institutions. Such collaboration serves employers more effectively, reduces costs to students, and leads to
more innovative academic programming. HECC staff are available and willing to convene or facilitate discussion
if requested.
Additional information about the Applied Baccalaureate Process maybe be found here:
https://www.oregon.gov/highered/institutions-programs/ccwd/Documents/FULL_AB_Document_FINAL-1014-20.pdf

Staff Recommendation:
The HECC recommends the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLVED, that the Higher Education Coordinating Commission approves the following: After waiting the
mandatory 91 days after the date of this board meeting (August 12, 2021), the college move forward with the
BAS program approval process.

BAS Proposal – Appendix A
Statement of Need

Standard 1: Relationship to institutional mission and goals, and Oregon’s
educational goals
Describe how this program serves Oregon’s residents to obtain a bachelor degree that provides
technical/professional knowledge and skills required for specific career positions with Oregon’s local,
regional or statewide employers.
Mt. Hood Community College’s (MHCC) mission statement is simple: “Transforming lives/Building
communities.” The creation of a BAS degree in Cybersecurity is one impactful way the college can follow
through on its mission.
MHCC was the first community college in Oregon to offer an AAS in Cybersecurity and Networking and
continues to make updates to curriculum and best practices to provide students with the best training
for this in-demand field.
According to the State of Oregon Employment Department’s Profile Report, the statewide annual
average salary for information security analysts is $107,398. Between 2020 and 2030, there is a
projected job growth rate of 37.8% statewide, and 39.4% in the Portland tri-counties area, which
reflects a growth of an additional 2% from the previous year; as of January 5, 2022, there are 235 job
listings for this occupation.
The first ten cybersecurity job openings on the Oregon Employment Department’s job database display
the following titles and respective education requirements:
Title
Cyber Security Manager
Senior IT Auditor - Cyber Security
Security Analyst - Compliance
Operations
Cluster Physical Security Manager
Manager, Software Security Analyst
Cyber Security Analyst
Government & Public Services Risk
& Financial Advisory Analyst - Cyber
Application Security Consultant
Information Risk Management
Analyst
Information Security Analyst

Education Level Required
Bachelor’s + industry certifications
Bachelor’s + industry certifications
Bachelor’s or 5 years of experience, +
industry certifications
Bachelor’s + industry certifications
Bachelor’s or 5 years of experience, +
industry certifications
Bachelor’s + industry certifications
Bachelor’s or Master of Science or MBA
Bachelor’s + industry certifications
N/A
Bachelor’s + industry certifications

Of these jobs, 90% require a bachelor’s degree, and 80% mention industry certifications. MHCC already
provides students with the pathway to industry certifications. The next step is to provide a bachelor’s
degree.
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MHCC is committed to three core themes:
1. Learner Success:
a. The skill set for information security professionals is defined with clearly marked
milestones, which include industry certifications and demonstrable technical skills.
Instructors can use current cyber-events and news stories to emphasize the importance
of program topics and skills. MHCC’s Cybersecurity program offers students the
opportunity to earn industry certifications in:
i. Cisco CCNA
ii. Cisco CCNA Security
iii. CompTIA A+
iv. CompTIA Security+
v. CompTIA Linux+
2. Community Pride:
a. The current Cybersecurity program is accredited by the National Security Agency (NSA)
and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) as being a Center for Academic
Excellence in Cyber Defense Education (CAE-CDE). To this end, MHCC created the
Oregon Center for Cyber Security, which partners with employers and non-profits in the
community to support organizations to better their overall cybersecurity posture. MHCC
boasts a strong Advisory Committee dedicated to supporting the program.
3. Partner Innovation:
a. The success of the Cybersecurity program is dependent on its partnership with industry
leaders. MHCC partners with vendors to train on their respective technologies, and they
in turn provide lessons, labs, and other resources to the college. As of 2021, the official
academy partners include:
i. Cisco
ii. Red Hat
iii. CompTIA
iv. AWS
v. Microsoft
vi. TestOut
b. Cisco, which is the hallmark of the foundational training, currently commands 47.2% of
the market share in networking infrastructure, which means that students are learning
the technology that they will use in the workplace (IDC, 2020).
The Cybersecurity program has an Advisory Committee that meets twice yearly. These meetings had
been face-to-face, but over the last 18 months were facilitated over Zoom. With regards to becoming a
partner, as companies are exposed to MHCC's programs or inquire, they are invited to participate.
How does this program serve Oregon’s education diversity and equity goals?
According to the US Census Report, east Multnomah County continues to see an increase in ethnic,
economic, and social diversity. More now than ever, students are enrolling in college with a wide range
of college-readiness skills. According to MHCC’s statistical data, the majority of these students are “posttraditional” and will require some flexibility and integrated wrap-around supports in order to be
successful.
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The BAS degree will address student needs in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•

Offer affordable tuition with minimal out-of-pocket costs to Pell-eligible students.
Utilize OER (Open Educational Resources) and low-cost/no-cost materials whenever possible.
Provide MHCC Foundation scholarships and tuition waiver opportunities.
Connect students to community resources, such as Free Geek, for hardware and software
needs.
Provide wraparound support services such as:
o Academic advising
o Mentorship
o Course scheduling flexibility - including in person, online, and potentially night/weekend
o Specialized subject tutoring
o Open skills computer laboratories
o Credit for Prior Learning (CPL) opportunities
o Tutoring through AVID
o On-campus childcare (student must apply and be accepted)
o Accessible Educational Resources for those with a documented disability
o Provide basic needs including access to food pantry, emergency funds and technology

In addition, MHCC will solicit regular feedback from students to understand what is working and what is
not working with the program, as well as what additional support(s) they might need to be successful.
According to Minorities in Cybersecurity, a non-profit corporation dedicated to leadership and career
development in Cybersecurity, women are vastly underrepresented. Although women account for 50%
of the global population, there are only 24% represented in cybersecurity. Aspen Tech Policy Hub noted
in their September, 2021 report that only 4% of cybersecurity workers self-identify as Hispanic and 9%
as Black. The program will continue to expand gender and racial representation in cybersecurity through
actively recruiting and supporting students from diverse populations.
MHCC currently partners with local school districts to pique young students’ interests in Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math (STEAM) at an earlier age and will expand this outreach
initiative with the approval of this program.
Presently, there are five public partner school districts, which include eight high schools. MHCC offers
dual-credit opportunities, attends career days, supports high-school faculty with professional
development, and organizes camps and competitions for high school students for both private and
public schools.
The proposed program will enhance MHCC’s mission and Oregon’s educational goals by providing a
diverse group of students with a quality, affordable education in a high demand field, supporting the
community to provide safe and secure cyber infrastructure, and enhancing the attainment of Oregon’s
40-40-20 Education Goal that 40% of young adults will complete a four-year degree.
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Standard 2: Maximizes use of state resources and achievement of state
educational goals, while avoiding unnecessary duplication.
Identify similar programs at associate and baccalaureate levels offered by other education institutions
in the region and state, and describe meaningful points of similarity and difference between those
programs and your proposal.
The most popular technology degree programs in Oregon are Computer Science (CS) or Computer
Engineering (CE). CS focuses almost exclusively on programming concepts that interact between
hardware and the operating system, while CE is primarily associated with building and designing new
computing components - mostly hardware. CS and CE programs are often missing essential skills in the
ever-growing field of information security around networking, system administration, threat hunting,
log analysis, and more.
Some programs, such as George Fox University’s CS program, have tried to embed cybersecurity topics
into their degree paths with their aptly named “Cyber Security Concentration.” However, the growing
trend is to simply add it on as a minor while most of the curriculum is still a traditional CS degree.
MHCC’s BAS in Cybersecurity aims to take an applied approach to cybersecurity education, which is
what the job market is demanding. The research identified only two schools in Oregon that offer
degrees similar to the proposed program:
•

•

Oregon Institute of Technology (OIT) – BS in Cybersecurity. OIT has a solid foundation of IT and
security topics. Their philosophy is also to include several business courses into their programs
with a focus on risk management versus soft skills in leadership and ethics in the field.
Western Oregon University – BA/BS in Information Systems. WOU has a deep focus on applied
information technology topics but has no focus on information security.

MHCC’s Cybersecurity programs are designated by the National Security Agency (NSA), Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and other partner
agencies as a National Centers of Academic Excellence in Cybersecurity (NCAE-C) program.
NCAE-C has identified five primary goals focused toward collaborative cybersecurity educational
programs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Establish standards for cybersecurity curriculum and academic excellence
Include competency development among students and faculty
Value community outreach and leadership in professional development
Integrate cybersecurity practice within the institution across academic disciplines
Actively engage in solutions to challenges facing cybersecurity education

OIT and WOU currently do not have this designation. Relative to other programs in the state, no other
provides applied cyber training at this level. Other Oregon universities have Computer Science BS
degrees, some include a sampling of applied courses. None of the learning objectives mentioned in
Portland State University’s Computer Science undergraduate program include language related
specifically to cyber. Oregon State University’s program is CS related and while they have a
cryptography, computer forensics, and network security course, these are only three courses in the
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entire BS program. One course combines all of these concepts. University of Oregon is again computer
science related and not cyber-focused. The need for additional program capacity is demonstrated by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics report that shows all Computer and Information Technology occupations
growing much faster than the average for all occupations, at 11% between 2019 and 2029.
With the addition of the BAS at MHCC, Oregon students will have the option for three different types of
Cybersecurity education across the state and can choose based on their location or desired emphasis.
Describe how your institution will collaborate with other colleges/universities:
MHCC will collaborate with other colleges and universities in three ways, each of which focuses on
student success: a seamless transition for students from other Oregon community colleges, partnerships
with community colleges including neighboring states, and opportunities for career professionals to
continue their education.
The BAS program will likely see four entrance pathways:
1. MHCC students majoring in Information Systems continue directly from the AAS degree.
a. These students will follow a direct path between the AAS and the BAS degree with no
stipulations. This will closely follow a traditional 2+2 framework. Advisors, counselors,
administrators, and the community will be educated on the pathway to ensure
enrollment.
2. MHCC Cyber Alumni returning for the BAS.
a. Alumni whose degrees are less than 5 years old will be able to enter the BAS program
and participate in all non-duplicated courses (if any). MHCC Faculty will be responsible
for assuring appropriate critical pathways via existing Education Plan structuring. MHCC
will also work with other community colleges to promote the BAS program to their
recent graduates.
b. Alumni whose degrees are greater than 5 years old will follow pathways similar to
workforce entrants as described below.
3. CIS or similar AAS graduates from other community colleges.
a. Students with IT technical degrees from other colleges will enter directly into the BAS
program as a “block transfer” satisfying a 90-credit minimum (+/-). All students will be
offered a 300-level fundamentals course which will provide orientation to the current
industry and guidance to the upper division courses.
b. Potentially, holders of non-Cyber-CIS degrees will have available an elective “onramping” class designed to forward these students in preparation for participation in
upper division cyber classes. Currently, through the Career Technical Education network,
the MHCC team is exchanging ideas on marketing, articulation, and pathways to ensure
students complete their AA at their home college and seamlessly transfer into the
program.
4. Returning Workforce applicants:
a. As with all CTE programs, workforce entrants have a wide variety of backgrounds and
experiences. Some students are seeking new degrees, while others want training in
specific topics. While no direct research on this has been conducted, anecdotal evidence
suggests that around 10% of students will fall into this category. The full-time faculty will
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be responsible for working with, mentoring, and providing appropriate educational
plans for these students on a case-by-case basis.
In addition to increasing enrollment in the program, MHCC will collaborate with other colleges for their
expertise in the field. Some examples of prior collaboration are:
•
•

•
•

Since 2019, Dr. Wayne Machuca co-chairs a multi-campus, cyber security collaboration whose
purpose is to create a united front in cybersecurity education in Oregon.
MHCC is the leading institution of the “Strengthening Community Colleges” grant which is
designed to bring collaboration across Oregon community colleges with the intent of creating
modularized, sharable curriculum in cybersecurity and to create a methodology to allow crossinstitution shared cyber security training for the first time in state history.
Current instructors teach at other colleges.
The advisory committee consists of representatives from other higher education institutions and
K-12 partners.

The college hosted prior to the pandemic many opportunities for the community to participate in the
program that will be expanded to the educational community at large. Another collaboration may be in
utilizing faculty from other colleges for hard-to-fill courses. Their expertise would be beneficial and also
address the demand for instructors. As there is high demand for entry level, there is also a high demand
for experts in the field to educate the next generation. Through collaboration with other institutions,
MHCC will be able to network to increase available resources to teach the necessary skills.
Describe how your institution will collaborate with other industry or community organizations:
One of the strengths of the MHCC program is the faculty’s deep and meaningful relationships with both
industry and community organizations. The current advisory committee is made up of industry members
from several key and prominent technology organizations and government entities such as: The
Technical Association of Oregon (TAO), Elastic, Intel, Multnomah County, Palo Alto Networks, and the
Port of Portland. The addition of a BAS program would expand the number of industry partnerships. The
faculty realize that every new proposed class needs to serve a clear and defined purpose when it comes
to aiding a student's ability to perform well in industry. MHCC faculty will solicit industry partners to:
•

•
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Engage in multiple workshop sessions to help build and design the additional two-year
curriculum for the BAS. The initial workshop was an open forum to solicit feedback and get
initial ideas of what needs to be offered during the two-year program. The faculty noted this
insight and used the information for an initial draft of the curriculum for junior and senior years.
A follow-up session will involve previous and additional partners to participate in the process to
fully develop the courses. Finally, ongoing workshops and meetings will occur where the
committee members would share new and emerging trends in cybersecurity as well as explain
how the curriculum should adapt to the ever-evolving cybersecurity workforce.
Encourage practicing professionals to teach classes in the BAS program. The MHCC team
believes it is more enriching and meaningful for students to learn skills from an active
professional and are developing opportunities for current professionals to teach part-time
and/or co-teach with existing program faculty. Currently, industry experts meet with the entire
team for advising and/or mentoring.

•

Continue to partner with local employers who have hired MHCC alumni and have been
incredibly pleased with the skills of those students. Many of these employers are willing to
continue to partner with MHCC in various capacities, from sponsoring clubs and cyber
competition events, coming in as guest speakers, participating in the advisory committee, and
purchasing essential lab equipment.

In addition to the in-reach of the Advisory Committee, the MHCC team will outreach to community
organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce, Rotary and other community service clubs, and local
non-profits serving underrepresented populations to promote the program to encourage enrollment
and employ graduates. As part of the college outreach efforts, the faculty will participate in career fairs,
local events and employment seminars to continue the collaboration and seek experts in the field.
Describe how your institution will minimize costs to students and maximize effective use of state
resources:
In order to provide an affordable, quality program for students, one of the first major objectives is to
build a robust and streamlined transfer pathway so that students from surrounding community colleges
(or post-baccalaureate students) could equitably transition into the BAS degree. The MHCC faculty have
positive relationships with the faculty and administrations of other community colleges including
Portland, Clackamas, and Chemeketa. Working with any interested institutions to create the necessary
articulation agreements to ensure students who are awarded a degree in their CIS-related programs
would be eligible to enter the BAS program would be a priority.
Tuition rates will consider three factors: current tuition rate at Oregon State 4-year public institutions
(especially for specialization in technology), breakeven enrollment, and direct versus indirect expenses.
The budget will be built around direct expenses to minimize the costs to students. Student fees will be
kept to a minimum and be in line with traditional MHCC students. Every effort will be made to use Open
Educational Resources, textbook expenses will be kept to a minimum, and no specific technology will be
required in order to guarantee affordability for students.
To ensure student success, a “transfer bridge” program would be created for transfer students to learn
the skills required for upper-division curriculum. This would allow students to leverage their already
affordable community college education so they are not required to take additional courses before
starting the BAS program.
The existing Cybersecurity program has obtained grants from the National Science Foundation and the
U.S. Department of Labor, as well as gifts from the MHCC Foundation and donations from industry to
provide students with modern cyber ranges and networking labs that are designed with expansion in
mind. The current labs have the capacity to easily support an additional two years’ worth of content and
advanced coursework. Aside from potentially hiring additional faculty to support the student load, the
program will be able to leverage existing infrastructure and college resources to offer the BAS program.
Beginning with the 2021-22 academic year, the MHCC Foundation will provide over $20,000 in
scholarships for Cybersecurity students.
Another avenue MHCC will continue to pursue is participating in collaboration grants such as
“Strengthening Community Colleges.” MHCC was awarded that grant as the host institution with an
emphasis in Cybersecurity and Manufacturing. State and national grants add value to the organization
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and resources for students. By seeking outside funding, MHCC will be able to provide additional
resources such as paid internships, tuition waivers and current technology.
Describe how your institution will enrich teaching & learning and to facilitate students’ preparation to
enter and succeed in post-graduation employment:
A student might feel they have all the information they need in order to become a network technician
after just a few college courses, the skills demanded of a security analyst, threat hunter, or penetration
tester often exceed the limitations of what can be taught within a two-year program. That is why
offering a BAS degree would deeply enrich and enhance the students’ knowledge of cybersecurity and
make them more successful in finding post-graduation employment.
The need for candidates with four years of educational experience is being reaffirmed by industry
partners, especially those in local/state/federal government and the military.
Grace Williams, the Directory of Early Talent at Palo Alto Networks claims that the “Cybersecurity
degree program you are considering is exactly what we need to prepare students for jobs in this
important field.” She explains that “[B]achelor's degree levels make up 70% of our hires. We are
expanding into the [Associate’s] level, but we will always see more demand for higher education.”
In another letter of support from Dennis Tomlin, the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) for
Multnomah County, he revealed that “[w]e continue to have opportunities arise at the County and I feel
that a candidate with a BAS can overcome some of the barriers that are in place for jobs that require a
Bachelor's degree OR a certain number of years of experience in those cases where a younger candidate
with an [Associate of Science] would not qualify simply because they do not have the experience in the
field.”
Steven Parker and Twila Denham of EnergySec also indicated: “In the electric sector, most cybersecurity
job openings require a bachelor’s degree so there is a strong preference for this level of education.
There is also a strong desire for applicants with direct technical ability as opposed to the more
theoretical knowledge typically gained in four-year university programs. A Bachelors of Applied Science
from Mt. Hood Community College would strongly align with both the level of education desired within
our sector and the hands-on technical focus that is needed.”
Based on this need, students will have an opportunity to interact with the local industry through a
variety of workplace experiences such as job shadows, field trips, guest speakers and possibly
internships. Embedded in the curriculum are cyber competitions that will emulate real world
experiences for students to hone skills in the field.
The MHCC BAS program will include a solid balance between content-based courses and real-world
applications which will enhance the students’ abilities to easily assimilate into a work environment upon
graduation.
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Standard 3: Employers in relevant community area have substantive demand for
graduates with baccalaureate level degree and specific competencies students
are expected to achieve in this program.
Demonstrate that employer demand exceeds regional supply of graduates with bachelor degrees in
the employer-desired field of study.
Calculating Demand - National and State Data for Security Job Roles
As any Career Technical Education (CTE) program must, this proposal is founded firmly in the needs of
business (large, medium, and small) and government. Specifically, the primary distinction between the
AAS/BAS package and a university Bachelor of Science (BS) degree, is the skills taught in this program are
applied skills vs. the theoretical (“managerial/leadership”) skills. These distinctions are complementary
to, and not in competition with, each other. It is the team’s contention that there exists a gap between
the practical application of the AAS and the theoretical skills provided by the BS degree. The BAS degree
is a perfect balance of these two pillars.
For the guide, real time labor market data was collected by Burning Glass and displayed in the website
cyberseek.org. Burning Glass updates their labor market data every day based on actual employer job
postings. In occupations where changes are rapid, the information is more accurate than government
data which has a lag between collection and dissemination. On this site, it demonstrated a nationally
recognized and accepted Career Pathway which includes common job titles at the entry level, mid-level
and advanced level. In the Entry-Level Cybersecurity Specialist/Technician position, there are a number
of top skills requested and based mostly on skills identified in the National Institute for Cybersecurity
Education (NICE) framework. The practical skills identified here are consistent with most CAE designated
2-year cybersecurity programs nationwide.
Continuing Advanced Level positions such as Cybersecurity Engineer and Cybersecurity
Manager/Administrator are positions expected to be filled by university BS and Master’s degree
graduates as is appropriate.
However, it is in the mid-level positions of Cybersecurity Analyst and Cybersecurity Consultant where
the true gap between AAS and BS is evident. Considering Cybersecurity Analyst (which is also the top
target) there are thousands of job openings nationally. Suffice to say that the majority of these (e.g.
Network Security, Threat Analysis, Security Operations, Intrusion Detection), while perhaps “presented”
as concepts elsewhere, are here rendered via practical and lab-based applications using “sand-boxes”
and simulators.
It is then, in this middle ground of mid-level careers, that the proposed BAS in Cyber Security at Mt.
Hood Community College is designed to serve.
Regarding the actual skills requested by employers in the state, returning to cyberseek.org, and,
referencing the State of Oregon, are the categories of “Job Openings” by NICE Cybersecurity Workforce
Framework Category. In these categories are numerous positions distributed across the Seven Pillars.
The category of Operate and Maintain is covered by the existing AAS degree.
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Inside of Protect and Defend, there are three sub-categories specifically with significant job openings in
Oregon that would be well served by the proposed BAS in Cyber Security. In Cyber Defense Incident
Responder (719 openings) are specialists who have the ability to recognize a cyber incident when it
occurs and to act quickly and appropriately to the incident. This position required a higher level of
technical capabilities. In Cyber Defense Infrastructure Support Specialist, (875 openings) is a team with
advanced technical training acting in a supporting role of an individual manager (a.k.a. university-trained
BS level). In Cyber Defense Analyst (546 openings) there are individuals who exercise more managerialstyle skills (leadership, analysis, communications) but with an excellent technical background
commensurate with the position of “translator” (that is, one who can communicate equally successfully
with technical and non-technical audiences).
Below is Additional Data Elements:
Cyberseek.org is an online web portal and dashboard which aims to highlight the supply and demand of
security professionals within the US. Cyberseek was developed by three major partners:
•
•
•

Burning Glass supplies data on open positions, job titles, and other employment data.
CompTIA focuses on identifying the credentials and education required for the identified
positions.
NIST-NICE is a federal program whose name stands for the National Initiative for Cybersecurity
Education that identifies Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (KSAs) for each role/position. The US
government has a keen interest in identifying this employment gap as it represents significant
military, federal, and civilian security risks.

The dashboard presents a robust amount of data about the supply and demand of jobs within the field
of cybersecurity:
•
•
•

Oregon has a total of 9,366 people currently employed in the cybersecurity workforce.
There are a total of 3,998 open positions in cybersecurity-related fields.
The supply and demand ratio for Oregon is 2.3. According to Cyberseek this number is a
“comparison of the currently employed cybersecurity workforce relative to demand in a
particular location… the national average for all jobs is 3.9; the national average for
cybersecurity jobs is only 2.1.” This means there is a higher need for security professionals than
other professions.

(A larger graphic of this image is at the end of the document.)
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To better understand the educational requirement of these open jobs, Cyberseek has collected detailed
information for a number of common entry level job titles and their requested level of education.
Specifically, they identified four job titles:
•
•
•
•

Cybersecurity Specialist
Cybercrime Analyst
Incident Responder
IT Auditor.

This data represents the job titles at the national level, as this detailed breakdown didn’t exist for
specific states. The table below shows a brief breakdown of the average salaries and requested level of
education:
Job Title (Entry-Level)

Avg. Salary

Sub-BA

Bachelor’s

Graduate

Cybersecurity Specialist

$92,000

19%

60%

21%

Cybercrime Analyst

$94,000

9%

68%

23%

Incident Responder

$89,000

15%

63%

22%

IT Auditor

$98,000

6%

75%

20%

The clear trend is that for all four identified positions over 60% of the requested education is a
Bachelor's degree--this means that students who graduate from the BAS program would meet between
77-89% of all open entry-level position’s requested education requirements (as this will also qualify
them for the Sub-BA requirements).
This data is reconfirmed by BLS.gov
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(Refer end of document for a larger version of this image.)

The Oregon-specific data and tells a similar story of wages and employment, indicating an annual mean
wage of $105,350. According to Zip Recruiter, as of July 2021, the average annual pay for those with a
bachelor’s degree in the United States is $51,212 a year. This means cybersecurity bachelor’s degree
holders have the opportunity to earn more than double the national average salary.

(Refer to end of document for a larger version of this image.)
Addressing Student Need / Demand for a BAS in Cybersecurity
To address student needs for a BAS in Cybersecurity, in Spring 2021, a survey was sent to MHCC’s
students currently enrolled in technology programs and recent graduates – which resulted in 326
responses:
1. If MHCC were offering a BAS in Cybersecurity in the near future, how interested would you be in
enrolling in the program?
a. Results:
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i. 83% of the respondents were very interested or moderately interested in this
possibility.
ii. 16% were not interested, but felt it is a good opportunity for others and should
be offered.
iii. No students felt like this opportunity should not be pursued.
2. If you are planning to transfer to a four-year school after you finish your technology degree,
would you have considered enrolling in the MHCC BAS cyber program instead?
a. Results:
i. 82% of the respondents stated they would seriously consider enrolling in
MHCC’s program.
ii. 16% stated they are not planning to transfer and consider their MHCC
achievements as a terminal certificate/degree.
iii. Less than 2% indicated they would still likely transfer to another institution of
higher learning (not MHCC).
Additionally, the survey asked for students to share anything else that they wanted MHCC to know
about this potential new degree, and the following are some of the most compelling responses:
•

•
•

“This MUST happen. This would put MHCC in an extremely unique position and would fortify it
as a top tier school. I've researched SO many programs across the United States. What this
would do for the state of Oregon is beyond what I have the time to actually describe here in this
small amount of time. In short: This is what Oregon needed 20 years ago! … This is a huge need
and would give young people in this state a huge advantage.”
“Mt Hood CC has the best cyber program in the region. I am always referring people to your
program. This BAS program will be great!”
Many of the other responses offering generally positive statements like “Super excited! All I
have to say,” and “I would fully support this program!”

Calculating Supply
According to a report generated by Qualityinfo.org for information related to an Information Security
analyst (attached as an appendix to this statement of need) there were only 495 students who
graduated in 2016 with a bachelor’s degree whose subject may enable them to be qualified for a
security analyst position.
However, 473 of those 495 graduates were awarded a traditional Computer Science degree, to which
the graduates are often pursuing programming and software-related positions. If CS graduates are
removed from the data, then it leaves only 22 students graduating with a four-year degree in such fields
as networking, computer information systems, etc.
If AAS graduates are included, then the number of non-CS graduates increases to a total of 239, but it is
still critical to understand that a general IT AAS degree generally does not cover many of the essential
skills that are required of an entry-level security role.
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Calculating Demand
The most conservative number of open security positions is 1,250 (bls.gov) and as high as 3,998
(cyberseek.org). Even if all AAS and BS graduating students applied for and obtained jobs as information
security analysts, there would still be hundreds, if not thousands, of jobs still unfilled, as indicated in the
table below. As discussed in the section above on calculating supply, many of the Computer Science
graduates will likely go on to pursue careers in programming and software development (and not
information security) leaving many of the open security positions left unfilled.
The following is a table showing the full breakdown of this data:
BA Grads

495

AAS Grads

217

Openings (Low-End)

1,250

Openings (High-End)

3,998

Total Unfilled Jobs Left

538 - 3286

This huge skills-gap is nothing new to industry. As was mentioned in one of the industry letters of
support from Palo Alto Networks, their Director of New Talent claims, “It is challenging to find the right
talent for security roles at existing universities. There are great programs out there, but it is not enough
to address the future workforce needs.”
Offering a BAS in Cybersecurity will allow MHCC to:
•

•

•

Connect with many more civic and government partners. As previously noted, many
organizations require a bachelor's degree or higher for most cyber-related positions. Offering a
BAS would allow us to build partnerships with these organizations and create a pipeline for
potential job opportunities.
Be a part of the Scholarship for Service (SFS) program. SFS provides scholarships for up to 3
years of support for cybersecurity undergraduate education. The scholarships are funded
through grants awarded by the National Science Foundation. In return for their scholarships,
recipients must agree to work after graduation for the U.S. Government, in a position related to
cybersecurity, for a period equal to the length of the scholarship. Regional examples include
Bonneville Power Administration, FBI, National Security Agency, and more. These agencies often
compete for students and many have a guaranteed placement at the end of their educational
achievements.
Teach a deeper set of skills. Students will be much better prepared for higher-level cybersecurity
positions. MHCC will be able to partner with organizations and prepare students for positions
that they might have not been qualified for without this experience.

In summary, even the most conservative figures demonstrate a huge demand for students graduating
from this proposed BAS program.
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Standard 4: Applied baccalaureate program builds upon academic, professional
or technical degree program(s) or courses already offered.
Describe the existing professional and technical degree program(s) that will be used as the foundation
for this applied baccalaureate program.
Currently, MHCC offers two AAS degrees that focus on information security: Security Operations and
Penetration Testing. Both degrees are highly technical and falls under the CTE umbrella and feature the
same foundational skills: Basic to intermediate system administration on both Windows and Linux
systems, intermediate network engineering skills, introductory programming and scripting knowledge,
and intermediate to advanced security topics (which are slightly different depending on the degree they
choose). The first iteration of the cybersecurity degree began in 2012 and was an evolution of the
applied “Networking” degree.
MHCC’s current Associate of Applied Science degree and certificate programs in Cybersecurity give
students the technical skills needed for entry-level positions in the industry.
•
•

•

•

The program is acknowledged by the National Security Administration and Department of
Homeland Security as a Center for Academic Excellence (CAE2Y).
At the time of the program’s initial creation, it underwent additional rigorous accreditation by
the National Security Agency and Department of Homeland defense to become a “Center for
Academic Excellence” (CAE) school.
This CAE designation validates a cybersecurity degree program by ensuring that essential
knowledge units are being taught, the content is set at a rigorous national standard, and that
the program is developed holistically by ensuring that the entire college community is involved.
At the time of the program launch, MHCC was the only community college to offer a dedicated
degree in cybersecurity and one of just a handful of schools with a CAE designation within the
state of Oregon. In 2019, MHCC successfully went through reaccreditation to maintain the CAE
designation.

MHCC also underwent a comprehensive accreditation evaluation by the Northwest Commission on
Colleges and Universities (NWCCU) in November of 2016 and had a mid-cycle evaluation in October of
2019. While this was not a specific review of the cybersecurity program, the department participated in
many of the initiatives to help ensure the continued accreditation as a college.
The coursework that makes up both degrees are influenced by observations of industry trends, direct
guidance given from the advisory committee, as well as meeting the course objectives laid out by the
NSA/DHS. Additionally, many employers see candidates who not only have a degree in the content area,
but also several industry certifications related to specific technologies. Several of the courses in the
program are designed to teach students foundational skills, but they are also designed to ensure that
students pass these critically important exams.
Students learn through real-world emulations and practical application of technical skills. Graduates
enter the workforce with experience using some of the most popular hardware and software, as well as
experience with security situations.
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Slight modifications are made to the Cybersecurity curriculum every year to keep course topics current
and relevant to the industry. There are only four general education course requirements for AAS
degrees at MHCC: mathematics, written communication, health and physical education, and human
relations. The remaining courses are specific to cybersecurity.
Over the past six years, MHCC has had a total of 261 graduates from the cybersecurity programs—with
145 of those students obtaining a cybersecurity-specific degree as well as 116 students obtaining an
accredited certificate. The full breakdown of these numbers is listed in the table below:
Year

Degrees Awarded

Certificates Awarded

2014-15

16

11

2015-16

22

18

2016-17

26

27

2017-18

19

15

2018-19

15

13

2019-20

32

25

2020-21

15

7

TOTAL

145

116

How might this existing program need to be revised to better integrate with an applied baccalaureate
program?
If MHCC were able to successfully offer a BAS, the existing AAS degree would be integrated in three
important ways:
1. There are some topics that the advisory committee has indicated are essential for any student
entering the job market (such as risk management) but are often taught at a 300- or 400-level in
traditional universities. Currently, these topics are introduced at the AA level, but the BAS would
allow students to understand (explore in more depth) these topics at an advanced level.
2. Current students are asked to pick a degree based on their interest: either Security Operations
or Penetration Testing. With the introduction of the BAS, the penetration testing AAS would be
enhanced and the unique content in that degree would be incorporated into the third year of
the BAS. This change would simplify the degree offerings and make obtaining a BAS even more
straightforward with stackable credentials.
3. Once the BAS degree is approved, the department would immediately seek BAS/four-year
program accreditation from the National Security Agency’s NCAE-C program. This will:
• extend the current accreditation with the AAS degree,
• help guide initial course offerings to ensure they meet rigorous national standards,
• validate courses being offered,
• provide confidence that the program is offering meaningful curriculum.
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Appendix A-1: CyberSeek Heat Map for Oregon cybersecurity positions
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Appendix A-2: Career OneStop, sponsored by the US Department of Labor, salary finder
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Appendix A-3: Custom Table from bls.gov made using their data tool
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BAS Proposal – Appendix B
Supply and Demand

Appendix B: Details to Calculate Supply/Demand Gap
Calculating supply and demand for a field considers various sources and is easier to determine in a field
that has been in existence for decades and has years of data. Since Cybersecurity is relatively new,
supply and demand data is limited, but according to The US Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Information
Occupational Outlook Handbook’s data for Information Security Analysts reports 33% growth in jobs
over the next 10 years. This demand is driven by cybercrimes, which can have lasting implications for
both individuals and businesses, making cybersecurity one of the highest demand fields. The current
supply of cybersecurity professionals is not meeting the demand today or into the future.

A. Existing Occupations
The proposed degree is predicated on the needs of both businesses (large, medium, and small) and
government. The primary distinction between the AAS/ABS degree and a Bachelor of Science (BS)
degree is that the former teaches applied skills and the latter theoretical skills (or better:
“managerial/leadership”) skills. These distinctions are complementary to, and not in competition with,
each other. Based on scholarly research including Innovations in Cybersecurity Education by Samuel
Nduesso John, et al, there exists a skills gap between the practical application of CTE AAS degree and the
theoretical skills provided by a traditional Bachelor of Science degree. The BAS degree, as an applied
degree fills in this gap in skills.

A.1 Calculating Demand
Using real time labor market data collected by Burning Glass and displayed on the website
cyberseek.org, demand for the field is evident through the extensive listing of available positions in the
field. Burning Glass updates their labor market data frequently based on actual employer job postings.
In occupations where changes are rapid, the information is more accurate than government data, which
has a time lag between collection and dissemination. Burning Glass has job descriptions that
demonstrate nationally recognized and accepted Career Pathways, includes common job titles at the
entry level, mid-level, and advanced level. In the Entry-Level Prevention and Vulnerability Tester, a
number of top skills, such as risk assessment and threat analysis, are highlighted which are essential to
Cybersecurity. These high-level skills are mostly based on those identified in the National Institute for
Cybersecurity Education (NICE) Framework.
It should be noted that the NICE framework is founded on the analysis and organization of job titles
collected over the past decade. Currently, there is no standardized identification of “cybersecurity
professional” or “cybersecurity technician.” Although cybersecurity is an emerging career pathway,
different organizations will use different terminology to identify similar positions. The NICE framework
gives a centralized aggregate of job descriptions constructed from desired skill sets. It is from these
aggregates that an analysis can be constructed.
The practical skills identified by Burning Glass are consistent with most CAE designated 2-year
cybersecurity programs nationwide, including at Mt. Hood CC. Additionally, there are Advanced Level
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positions such as Cybersecurity Engineer and Cybersecurity Manager/Administrator which are positions
that would be filled by university BS and Master’s degree graduates.
However, it is in the Mid-Level positions, which could be labeled Cybersecurity Analyst or Cybersecurity
Consultant, where the true gap between AAS and BS is revealed. Considering just the Cybersecurity
Analyst (which is the target for this program) there are tens of thousands of job openings nationally as
evidenced by a simple job search. On December 17, 2021, Indeed.com listed 342 open positions in the
greater Portland Area. Between 2020 and 2030, there is a projected job growth rate of 37.8% statewide,
and 39.4% in the Portland tri-counties area, which reflects a growth of an additional 2% from the
previous year; as of January 5, 2022, there are 235 job listings for this occupation.
It should be noted that in the NICE framework and the Burning Glass research, there is no one job title
such as “Cyber Security ____”. Instead, the NICE framework has identified hundreds of job titles all
relating to cybersecurity. For the purposes of this proposal, it would be impractical to identify all
relevant job titles, descriptions, and skills lists. Rather, this proposal is built on a more generalized “topic
area” within which multiple job titles can reside and relies on the NICE framework for guidance, as
appropriate.
The data on the Cyberseek Dashboard demonstrates a robust amount of job demand within the field of
cybersecurity:
•
•
•

Oregon has a total of 10,509 people currently employed in the cybersecurity workforce.
There are a total of 5,058 open positions in cybersecurity-related fields.
The supply and demand ratio for Oregon is 75% as compared to a national average of 68%

Considering the top required skills, the majority of these (e.g., Network Security, Threat Analysis,
Security Operations, Intrusion Detection), while perhaps “presented” as concepts elsewhere, are here
rendered via practical and lab-based applications using “sand-boxes” and simulators.
It is then, in this middle ground of mid-level careers, that the proposed BAS in Cyber Security at Mt.
Hood Community College will prepare students for employment.
A.1.a Annual Trend Analysis
In considering actual demand, and with regards to the fundamental skills requested by employers in the
state, cyberseek.org is the best resource. Referencing the state of Oregon, the positions can be viewed
by the categories of Job Openings in the NICE Cybersecurity Workforce Framework. In these categories
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are numerous positions distributed across the Seven Pillars or Domains identified by NICE. As a point of
reference, the category of “Operate and Maintain” and components of “Securely Provision” are covered
by the existing AAS degree. The pillar of “Oversee & Govern” would fall under the prevue of a traditional
Computer Science BS degree graduate with experience. The area of focus then for our program would
be firmly inside of “Protect and Defend”.
Inside of “Protect and Defend,” there are three sub-categories with significant job openings in Oregon
that would be well served by the proposed BAS in Cybersecurity. A Cyber Defense Incident Responder
(902 openings) is a specialist who has the ability to recognize a cyber incident when it occurs and to act
quickly and appropriately to the incident. This position requires a higher level of technical capabilities. A
Cyber Defense Infrastructure Support Specialist, (1,166 openings) is a person with advanced technical
training who acts in a supporting role of an individual manager (such as one with a university-trained
BS). A Cyber Defense Analyst (565 openings) is a person who exercises more managerial-style skills
(leadership, analysis, communications) but with an excellent technical background commensurate with
the position of “translator” (that is, one who can communicate equally successfully with technical and
non-technical audiences). A Vulnerability Assessment Analyst (1,264 positions) requires a combination
of technical skills, quantitative evaluation, and process management. These are highly talented
individuals who possess strong critical thinking skills and can gather data from a variety of sources for
evaluation and enumeration.
For Protect and Defend, there are 2,837 open positions in Oregon (values displayed here were
downloaded from cyberseek.org on 14 December 2021).
To better understand the educational requirement of these open positions, Cyberseek collected detailed
information for a number of common entry level job titles and their requested level of education.
Specifically, they identified four job titles:
•
•
•
•

Cybersecurity Specialist
Cybercrime Analyst
Incident Responder
IT Auditor

This data represents the job titles at the national level (data is not available for specific states). The table
below shows a brief analysis of the average salaries and requested level of education:
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Job Title (Entry-Level)

Avg. Salary

Sub-BA

Bachelor’s

Graduate

Cybersecurity Specialist

$92,000

19%

60%

21%

Cybercrime Analyst

$94,000

9%

68%

23%

Incident Responder

$89,000

15%

63%

22%

IT Auditor

$98,000

6%

75%

20%

The clear trend is that for all four identified positions, over 60% of the requested education is a
Bachelor's degree--this means that students who graduate from a BAS program would meet between
77-89% of all open entry-level position’s requested education requirements as this will also qualify them
for the Sub-BA requirements.
This data is reconfirmed by BLS.gov and their entry on Information Security Analysts. They show a
national median salary of $103,590 as well as the typical entry-level education being a Bachelor’s
degree. They also post the job outlook for 2019-2019 as 31% which is much higher than the average
national of 4% for all jobs.
More information regarding potential salary can be found in this info-chart:

The Oregon-specific data tells a similar story of wages and employment, indicating an annual mean
wage of $105,350. According to Zip Recruiter, as of July 2021, the average annual pay for those with a
bachelor’s degree in the United States is $51,212 a year. This means cybersecurity bachelor’s degree
holders have the opportunity to earn more than double the national average salary.

It should be noted that a second issue is critical to this discussion. From discussions with the MHCC
Advisory Committee and interviews with local industry leaders, it is too expensive for the typical small
and medium sized business (SMB) in northern Oregon, much less the rest of the state, to hire top-end BS
graduates.
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Anecdotal information provided to us by both graduates and employers indicate that by 2021, the
typical Cyber AAS graduate can expect local starting salaries in the upper $90k to mid $110k; and typical
Cyber BS graduates can see starting salaries well above $125k and into the $150k region. While this is
tremendous news for cyber students, these income potentials are most likely at the larger private
industries (e.g., Intel, Nike, Columbia, and data centers).
However, SMBs are simply not able to match these amounts. The prevalence of SMBs in Oregon is one
of the reasons why MHCC AAS graduates are employed in greater numbers than might be expected in
other states. This is easily seen in Washington State where the community colleges transformed into
colleges to provide higher, mid-level degree programs of this genre.
The Candidate with the Applied Baccalaureate would therefore provide an employee who would fill the
middle ground between a cyber tech (AAS graduate) and a cyber manager (BS graduate) in both cost
and ability.
In addition to industry demand, an analysis of student demand is relevant to determine if a new
program could be viable. In Spring 2021, MHCC conducted a student survey of students who were
currently enrolled in technology programs and recent graduates to assess interest. Survey Question 1: If
MHCC were offering a BAS in Cybersecurity in the near future, how interested would you be in enrolling
in the program?
Results:
•
•
•

83% of the respondents were very interested or moderately interested in this possibility.
16% were not interested, but felt it is a good opportunity for others and should be offered.
No students felt like this opportunity should not be pursued.

Question 2: If you are planning to transfer to a four-year school after you finish your technology degree,
would you have considered enrolling in the MHCC BAS cyber program instead?
Results:
•
•
•

82% of the respondents would seriously consider enrolling in MHCC’s program.
16% stated they are not planning to transfer and consider their MHCC achievements as a
terminal certificate/degree.
Less than 2% indicated they would still likely transfer to another institution of higher learning
(not MHCC).

Additionally, the survey asked for students to share anything else that they wanted MHCC to know
about this potential new degree, and the following are some of the most compelling responses:
•

•
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“This MUST happen. This would put MHCC in an extremely unique position and would fortify it
as a top tier school. I've researched SO many programs across the United States. What this
would do for the state of Oregon is beyond what I have the time to actually describe here in this
small amount of time. In short: This is what Oregon needed 20 years ago! … This is a huge need
and would give young people in this state a huge advantage.”
“Mt Hood CC has the best cyber program in the region. I am always referring people to your
program. This BS program will be great!”

•

Many of the other responses offering generally positive statements like “Super excited! All I
have to say,” and “I would fully support this program!”

It is evident that there is significant industry and student demand to warrant creating a new program.
A.1.b Recent Industry Trends
Based on recent trends, the number of available cyber positions is increasing even as the number of
cyber producing academies, certificate programs, and bootcamp are also increasing. It does appear that
while both are increasing, demand is outpacing an increasing supply.
However, the following quote from Cyber Crime Magazine gives an important clue. “Over an eight-year
period tracked by Cybersecurity Ventures, the number of unfilled cybersecurity jobs grew by 350
percent, from one million positions in 2013 to 3.5 million in 2021. For the first time in a decade, the
cybersecurity skills gap is leveling off. Looking five years ahead, we predict the same number of openings
in 2025.” (Morgan, 2021)
Morgan’s estimate is nationwide. If the projected demand does level between 2021 and 2025, it is
anticipated that the demand to supply ratio of 3:2 for Oregon should follow suit demonstrating a
commensurate demand above supply. Burning Glass projects 48.4% growth in demand for cyber security
specialists in Portland Metro Area over the next 10 years (Labor Insight -Burning Glass Technologies).
Predicting future cyber trends is problematic. If one knew what kinds of attacks would be popular three
years from now, one would prepare now to mitigate those attacks. Instead, industry finds itself in more
of a responsive role. An excellent example of this is the recent wave of ransomware attacks.
Ransomware exploded on the scene a few years ago and a massive shift in security is occurring to
circumvent these attacks. Unfortunately, for a cyber student to be prepared to handle such attacks in
2021, academia would have needed to predict such attacks and then prepare the courses to deliver
appropriate training as early as 2015. There is a significant lag between the understanding of a cyber
technique and the delivery of content appropriate courses.
It is for this exact reason that this program will be designed not to teach toward a specific tool or
technique, but rather toward the skill of understanding the how’s and whys of attacks so that
knowledge can be applied to a future unknown.

A.2. Calculating Supply
According to a report generated by Qualityinfo.org for information related to an Information Security
analyst, there were only 495 students who graduated in 2016 with a bachelor’s degree whose subject
may enable them to be qualified for a security analyst position.
However, 473 of those 495 graduates were awarded a traditional Computer Science degree, to which
the graduates are often pursuing programming and software-related positions. If CS graduates are
removed from the data, then it leaves only 22 students graduating with a four-year degree in such fields
as networking, computer information systems, etc.
If AAS graduates are included, then the number of non-CS graduates increases to a total of 239, but it is
still critical to understand that a general IT AAS degree generally does not cover many of the essential
skills that are required of an entry-level security role.
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Currently there is only one college/university offering a Bachelor’s level degree in the Portland Metro
Area. George Fox University awarded four Bachelor’s degrees in 2020 in Computer and Information
Systems (Security/Information Assurances).

A.3. Calculating the Supply Gap
The most conservative number of open security positions is 1,250 (bls.gov) and as high as 5,058
(cyberseek.org, 14 Dec 2021). Even if all Oregon AAS and BS graduating students (IT, CompSci, and Cyber
Security) applied for and obtained jobs as information security analysts, there would still be hundreds, if
not thousands, of jobs still unfilled (see table below). As discussed previously in calculating supply, many
of the Computer Science graduates will likely go on to pursue careers in programming and software
development (and not information security) leaving many of the open security positions left unfilled.
The following is a table showing the full breakdown of this data:
BA Grads

495

AAS Grads

217

Openings (Low-End)

1,250

Openings (High-End)

3,998

Total Unfilled Jobs Left

538 - 3286

This huge skills-gap is nothing new to industry. As was mentioned in one of the industry letters of
support from Palo Alto Networks, their Director of New Talent claims, “It is challenging to find the right
talent for security roles at existing universities. There are great programs out there, but it is not enough
to address the future workforce needs.”
Offering a BAS in Cybersecurity would allow MHCC to:
•

•

•
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Connect with many more civic and government partners. As previously noted, many
organizations require a bachelor's degree or higher for most cyber-related positions. Offering a
BAS would build partnerships with these organizations and create a pipeline for potential job
opportunities.
Enable MHCC to be a part of the Scholarship for Service (SFS) program. SFS provides
scholarships for up to 3 years of support for cybersecurity undergraduate education. The
scholarships are funded through grants awarded by the National Science Foundation. In return
for their scholarships, recipients must agree to work after graduation for the U.S. Government,
in a position related to cybersecurity, for a period equal to the length of the scholarship.
Regional examples include Bonneville Power Administration, FBI, National Security Agency, and
more. These agencies often compete for students, and many have a guaranteed placement at
the end of their educational achievements.
Teach a deeper set of skills. MHCC students will be much better prepared for higher-level
cybersecurity positions, by partnering with organizations and preparing students for positions
that they might have not been qualified for without this experience.

In summary, even using the most conservative figures presented would result in a significant demand
for students graduating from this proposed BAS program.

B. Emerging Occupations
As of this writing, a local industry survey has not taken place due to the abundance of data on a national
level. However, our faculty team has investigated the topic of “emergence” with the industry advisory
committee.
The NICE / Burning Glass data captured representations of hundreds of job titles to create the 7 pillars of
the NICE framework. As a summary of cyber-esque titles, Burning Glass offers this protracted list of job
titles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cyber Security Analyst, Cyber Security Consultant, Penetration and Vulnerability Tester.
Common Protect and Defend job titles
Cyber Defense Analyst
Cyber Defense Infrastructure Support Specialist
Cyber Defense Incident Responder
Vulnerability Assessment Analyst
Information Security
Information Systems
Linux
Network Security
Threat Analysis
Security Operations
Vulnerability assessment
Project Management
Intrusion detection

Below are the top future skills requested:
1. Cyber Security Analyst
Skills
Public Cloud Security
Comprehensive Software Security
Threat Hunting
Security Information and Event Management
(SIEM)
Threat Intelligence & Response
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5-Year Projected Growth
121%
114%
105%
65%
53

2. Cyber Security Consultant
Skills
Security Foundation & Threat Intelligence
Cloud Security
Preventative Antivirus
Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB)
Management
Enterprise Mission Assurance Support Service

5-Year Projected Growth
164%
136%
74%
69%
65%

3. Penetration and Vulnerability Tester
Skills
Container Security
Comprehensive Software Security
Threat Hunting
SaaS Application Security
Anomaly Detection

5-Year Projected Growth
156%
114%
105%
76%
58%

There are multiple paths into mid-level cyber security positions. The established pathway typically
begins as a Cyber Security Specialist with tributaries from Networking, Software Development, and
Systems Engineering. Another common entry point the industry is seeing is Incident and Intrusion
Analyst which has tributaries from Networking, Systems Engineering, Security Intelligence, and IT
Support.
It is evident that there is no “one path” into cyber security. In fact, as the established data as well as the
anecdotal evidence indicates, is that there are multiple paths into this industry and not all come from an
IT origination. Given experiences with AAS students in their 30s and 40s, there is significant participation
of individuals returning from the workforce, veterans, law enforcement, and individuals with advanced
degrees in other disciplines.
By design, this program will create special “on-ramp” courses to allow students who are not cyber
security AAS graduates to be successful in the AB degree.
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Sources
Morgan, S. (2021 Nov 9). Cybersecurity Job Report: 3.5 million openings in 2025. Cyber Crime Magazine,
downloaded from https://cybersecurityventures.com/jobs/ on 14 December 2021.
Cyberseek.org is an online web portal and dashboard which aims to highlight the supply and demand of
security professionals within the US. Cyberseek was developed by three major partners:
Burning Glass supplies data on open positions, job titles, and other employment data.
CompTIA focuses on identifying the credentials and education required for the identified positions.
NIST-NICE is a federal program whose name stands for the National Initiative for Cybersecurity
Education that identifies Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (KSAs) for each role/position. The US
government has a keen interest in identifying this employment gap as it represents significant military,
federal, and civilian security risks.
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Lisa Skari, Ed.D
President
503-491-7211
Lisa.Skari@mhcc.edu

June 23, 2021
Higher Education Coordinating Commission
3225 25th Street SE
Salem, OR 97302
Re: Mt. Hood Community College Applied Baccalaureate in Cybersecurity Statement of Need
Application
Dear Commissioners,
It is my pleasure to submit to you the Mt. Hood Community College (MHCC) Statement of Need application
for an Applied Baccalaureate (AB) degree in Cybersecurity. With high demand for baccalaureate-level
graduates in Cybersecurity and no current four-year degree options in Cybersecurity from a National Centers
of Academic Excellence in Cybersecurity (NCAE-C) designated program in the state, this Statement of Need
meets both the intent of Senate Bill 3, and aligns with Oregon Administrative Rule 589-006-005.
In alignment with our college mission and goals, this proposal furthers our collective educational diversity
and equity goals with strong support from our internal and external community. College leadership groups,
including the President’s Cabinet and Faculty Senate, support the application. At their June 16, 2021
meeting, the MHCC Board of Education unanimously voted to support the submission of the Statement of
Need application (see attached Action Item 4.5). Externally, both employers and prospective students
express strong support for the AB in Cybersecurity degree at MHCC, as evidenced in the Statement of Need.
Having been part of a team that launched a similar Bachelor of Applied Science degree in Cybersecurity at a
community college in Washington State, I understand what it takes to successfully bring a program to
fruition. In my assessment, this application builds on MHCC’s nationally-accredited Cybersecurity program
to maximize state resources and achievement of state educational goals, while simultaneously addressing
employer demand for baccalaureate-prepared graduates.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit this Statement of Need application for an Applied Baccalaureate
degree in Cybersecurity for your consideration. The MHCC team stands ready to provide any additional
information or clarification you need.
Sincerely,

Dr. Lisa Skari, President

